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FADE IN:

EXT. INTERSTELLAR SPACE - SEMI-LIGHT

ARK*STAR, an intergalactic spaceship, zips through space.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
(alluring female voice)

Hello. My name is Ark*Star, and I am
an intergalactic spaceship.

The colors, of the spectrum, reverberate from Ark*Star, an
arrow shape starship about 100 yards long. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I am both voice and thought activated
with two types of propulsion:
conventional engines and anti-gravity. 

BLOOD SUCKING WIDOW / MEGA GIANT STAR

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
But I'm working on a speed of thought
actuation, with the sole purpose to
save earth life forms including
humankind.

Still reverberating multiple colors, Ark*Star's holographic
image of an attractive middle-aged female appears full-screen.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Ark*Star is the story of our journey
and the survival of human beings; so
enjoy the party while you still can,
for there is no defense against the
Blood Sucking Widow. She is coming.
She comes for us. She comes for you!

200-times more massive than Earth's sun, the red mega-giant
star, BLOOD SUCKING WIDOW, heads toward a solar system with
several large ringed planets similar to Saturn and Jupiter.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
In the blink of a universal flash, a
cosmic killer will visit our Milky
Way Galaxy.

Blood Sucking Widow continues its destructive path though a
familiar looking solar system.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And this monster's handle becomes
known as the Blood Sucking Widow.
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EXT. MILKY WAY SOLAR SYSTEM #54 - LIGHT

Blood Sucking Widow, the red mega-giant, pulls in a large
ringed planet into its gravitational force.

MILKY WAY SOLAR SYSTEM No. 54

Massive helium spiral arms whip their deadly fingers from
Blood Sucking Widow around its planet victims.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Mother Earth has always given our
life forms a safe home. That is until
now.

Blood Sucking Widow mercilessly sucks in every outlying planet
that incinerates into its surface.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Cosmic forces made us. Now galactic
entities will eventually destroy us.

Blood Sucking Widow with its companion dwarf star slash their
way toward the center of MWSS-54 [Milky Way Star System] and
approaches three inner terrestrial planets, the closest with
a small moon.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
Colleagues check out this most amazing
phenomenon.

The third farthest planet appears bluish with an oxygen /
nitrogen atmosphere similar to earth but with different shaped
continents. Quietly, the terrestrial body lies directly in
the path of the rogue star.

DR. CORONA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Seriously, I think you egg heads
need to see this monster star event.

On the blue planet, clouds appear above an ocean that adjoins
a well-defined landmass. Several distinct blotches of city
lights appear on the northern continent.

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES (O.S.)
Dr. Corona, finally discovered
something extraordinary?

Blood Sucking Widow mercilessly sucks up the blue planet's
atmosphere, its oceans, and finally consuming its landmass.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT (O.S.)
It appears our Milky Way galaxy had
a terrestrial planet that appears to
have supported carbon life forms.
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Blood Sucking Widow and its companion dwarf star race closer
to MWSS-54's sun.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
If Humanoids lived there, they all
died eighty thousand years ago.

EXT. /INT. SUNSPOT, NEW MEXICO - NIGHT

Power computers, monitors, and scientific instruments line
the inside an astrophysics laboratory.

PRESENT YEAR 

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES and INTERN MOTH-LIGHT stand next to DR.
CORONA, and she peers over a video monitor with two
computerized spherical bodies rotating toward the central
home star.

NATIONAL SOLAR OBSERVATORY / SUNSPOT, NEW MEXICO

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES
Mesmerizing, she's a big girl!

DR. CORONA
More than a super giant, it's a red
mega-giant, a once in a lifetime
event. I believe unprecedented in
this quadrant of our galaxy.

The computer's monitor roughly outlines Blood Sucking Widow
as it approaches MWSS-54's sun.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT
Exactly, what are we looking at here,
and why didn't we detect this before?

Huge amounts of reddish burning spent helium fuel spill
between Blood Sucking Widow and MWSS-54's star. 

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
It's been masked in space by a black
hole that bent the mega stars light
from Earth's aspherical line of sight.

Dr. Corona turns back to the computer, which animates the
graphic of Blood Sucking Widow drawing one planet into its
core after another, incinerating them into the red star's
fiery body.

DR. CORONA (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Oh o …

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT
Oh o? Hate when anyone says, oh o.
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A computer graphic displays how Blood Sucking Widow collides
into MWSS-54 and careens outward from that solar system with
its new star in orbital tow.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
No one's going to like this, but if
my calculations remain dead-on,
massive gravitational forces appear
to pull the red giant toward our
solar system.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT (O.S.)
What gravitational force?

Massive matter SPILLS and SPEWS between Blood Sucking Widow
and its smaller prisoner stars.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
When Blood Sucking Widow ripped into
the Milky Way Star System-54, the
bitch was slightly altered by its
sun, and now that giant star runs
unchecked from the belt of Sagittarius
to Orion's Arm.

Dr. Bottle Glasses appears taken aback.

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES
Earth's solar system is in Orion's
Arm.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT
Deflected and unchecked! That sounds
no stinking good.

The computer graphic displays the dwarf star and MWSS-54's
medium seize star rotating around Blood Sucking Widow Star
with it heading on a direct line toward the fireball labeled:
Earth's Sun.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
Even as we speak Blood Sucking Widow
and our father star are beginning to
have a gravitational attraction for
one another.

The Dr. Bottle Glasses nervously pulls a printed sheet from
a printer, pulls out an industrial hand held calculator, and
quickly adds up several figures.

DR. CORONA (CONT'D)
I calculate that Blood Sucking Widow,
her confederates, and our sun are
now traveling at 34 meters per second
on a collision course.
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INTERN MOTH-LIGHT
Like, on a collision course with
Earth?

DR. CORONA
Not just like. It is on a collision
course with Earth.

The computer graphic of Blood Sucking Widow and its two
companion suns exits through MWSS-54 sucking in a Jupiter
like planet on the far side.

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES (O.S.)
And in cosmic finality, it's not
going to be long before intersection.

Intern Moth-light's face becomes flush.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT (O.S.)
We're going to be T-boned by that
giant star?

DR. CORONA
More like vacuumed in than vaporized.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT
What do we do? What can we do?

The Dr. Corona hits a few keystrokes on her computer to a
graphic of the Milky Way Galaxy appearing with the Blood
Sucking Widow star careening toward earth's sun.

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
It would be like throwing a beach
pebble at a thousand foot tsunami,
which would not stop its advance. 

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES (O.S.)
So, nothing can be done?

As Blood Sucking Widow continues to hurl through space, next
to the graphic the warning – 8,003 YEARS TO INTERSECT!

DR. CORONA (O.S.)
Don't panic yet because it will take
eight thousands years to reach Earth.

DR. BOTTLE GLASSES (O.S.)
So, we have little precious time.

The graphic of Blood Sucking Widow millimeters toward the
small distant star on the outer ring of the Milky Way Galaxy
labeled Earth's Sun.

INTERN MOTH-LIGHT (O.S.)
Time for what?
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DR. CORONA
Earthlings, I'm sure, will want to
preserve life and get the heck out
of Dodge.

FADE OUT:

FADE IN:

EXT. EARTHS' SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT

As deep red solar flares arch across outer space, the mega
colossal super-seized star, Blood Sucking Widow, looms larger
and larger over Earth.

10,032 A.D.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
And this is where the story of
Ark*Star and my cargo begins. 

Blood Sucking Widow's companion stars frantically rotate
around the mega giant, and the three suns enter the Earth's
solar system.

PLANET EARTH'S SOLAR SYSTEM

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Most reasonable earthlings cooperated,

First, the colossal star sucks in the satellites Pluto than
the blue tilted gas ball, Uranus.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
making plans well in advance to
evacuate the our solar system.

Blood Sucking Widow massively dwarfs Saturn with the planets
rings spiraling into the mega-giant's massive red body.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Common knowledge foretold since the
beginning of the 21st Century …

Saturn implodes into Blood Sucking Widow, and its hydrogen
massively detonates to the sound of a MAN and a WOMAN RUNNING
DOWN a mountainside.

EXT. BURNING FOREST - DAY

On the horizon, a firestorm swells across the face of an
emerald green forest with the HEAVY BREATHING of the man and
woman running down the mountainside growing predominant.
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ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Blood Sucking Widow remains on a
destructive collision course with
our solar system.

The spunky lap dog, DAPHNEY (Löwchen breed), moves as fast
as her short legs can propel her down the mountainside right
behind the exotic-looking, EVANGELICA "GELI" SUN-CLAN, 20s.

GELI
LOVE MUFFIN TIME TO GO!

As they hustle down the face of the forest, Geli leans down
and scoops up her dog, Daphney, releasing a WRUFF RIDEGRRRR?

GELI (CONT'D)
WHAT DO YOU MEAN WHAT RIDE? THE RIDE
THAT'S ALWAYS BEEN THERE FOR US!
REMEMBER ARK*STAR?

Leading the way, the handsome blond blue-eyed, RONSTRØM "RONY"
MOON-CLAN, 20s, glances back at Geli and Daphney and motions
for them to quicken their pace.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Before Earth disintegrates into the
Blood Sucking Widow, the last two
earthling to remain, Geli and Rony,
salvage the basic Earth life forms.

EXT./INT. ARK*STAR - LIGHT - CONTINUOUS

While Rony pats down his smoldering flack jacket, he guides
Geli and Daphney toward a spacecraft.

ARK*STAR SPACE CRUISER

RONY
(Nordic accent)

LIPSTICK ON A PIG! YOU'VE BEEN OUT
POWDERING YOUR ARK*STAR INTERACTIVE
CONDUITS OR WHAT?

As the firestorm explodes across the forest, Geli, Rony, and
Daphney leap into the starboard seamless portal of the
spacecraft stenciled A R K * S T A R on its side.

OMEGA CLASS BLAZING SPEED FAST 

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
(calmly)

Of course not Rony. Do you realize
that Planet Earth is incinerating
into a pyro-solar molten blow out?

Rony snaps his fingers at the starboard rear hatch, and like
liquid mercury, the opening seamlessly closes.
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TWO HUMAN CREW / CAPTAIN GELI & CREW CHIEF RONY

RONY
REALLY? A PYRO-SOLAR MOLTEN BLOW
OUT! ARK*STAR, SINGEING IT A BIT
CLOSE, AREN'T YOU?

In the Command Center, Geli waves her hand over several
control interactive lights above the main console, and she
then motions to Daphney.

ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER

GELI
Does my puppy dog believe in one
more Ark*Star miracle?

Daphney shakes her head while releasing her loudest protest,
GRRRRR-ESSST! Rony enters the Comm and sits down at the
engineers seat.

RONY
Great, I knew it. After ten million
years of dog evolution, Geli's K-9
is the only one to not use real words.

GELI
Beautiful, isn't she?

Daphney jumps off of Geli's lap and grabs onto Rony's shirt
sleeve and yanks it hard back-and-forth. 

RONY
Mesmerizing. Hey, dust collector,
chill on the drill.

GELI
Daphney stop beating-up Rony.

Daphney releases Rony's shirt and jumps into Geli's lap with
Blood Sucking Widow through the monitor looming closer-and-
closer to Mother Earth.

Geli waves her hand across the control console that straps
everyone tight.

Through her space helmet, Daphney eyes the control panel and
releases a scarred CAR-ROOF.

RONY (V.O.)
Ark*Star, before we vaporize close
the Comm center door now!

As the Comm center door seamlessly closes, Ark*Star's three-
dimensional female holographic image on the control panel
appears.
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ARK*STAR 
Anti-gravity locked and loaded. You
kids ready to slingshot on out of
here?

GELI
Now would be a good time Ark*Star!

ARK*STAR
Well, Humanoids and Miss K-9, I agree
time to leave.

Through her Comm system, Daphney release a LOW-PITCHED GROWL
to the starship Ark*Star barely outpacing the death and
destruction of the Blood Sucking Widow that instantly consumes
planet Earth.

RONY
Ark*Star, you fueled up on Earthonium?

As Geli nods to Rony, he flips into the copilots seat, and
they secure on space helmets.

ARK*STAR
Yes, Earthonium, the anti-matter
fuel! I am de-gravitating now!

With the firestorm enshrouding Ark*Star's Comm monitors, a
bead of sweat rolls down Rony's cheekbone, who DRAWLS OUT an
affected Southern accent.

ARK*STAR  (O.S.) (CONT'D)
Buckle up for safety now! Ya'll hear?

With her paw Daphney presses a button that secures a safety
shield around her body to flames licking across the glass
covering of the Comm center. 

ARK*STAR  (O.S.) (CONT'D)
And away into space we goooooooooo …

EXT. INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Exiting the bluish planet, Ark*Star rises through the
firestorm and catapults through Earth's burning atmosphere,
along with all makes and models of several thousand
spaceships. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
And that's how the Earthlings' journey
began in their great escape.

As the spacecraft ascends higher into flames, ash, and
vaporizing atmosphere, Blood Sucking Widow incinerates Earth
below Ark*Star's .
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ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
We desire to seek out the Second Age
of the Universe.

Ark*Star darts in the opposite direction, and the minuscule
sphere of Mother Earth disappears into Blood Sucking Widow,
disintegrating into a ball of fire. 

Earth's spaceships point toward the widening vortex of a
wormhole, and one by one each enters its singularity point
and disappears.

ARK*STAR (O.S.) (CONT'D)
We're to be the last starship to
enter the wormhole. Stand-by …

With Ark*Star escaping the ravaging clutches of Blood Sucking
Widow, before the spaceship enters the wormhole, a MASSIVE
POP BOOMS FORTH from its port engine.

GELI (O.S.)
ARK*STAR! WHAT WAS THAT EXPLOSION? 

Smoke trails from the rear of Ark*Star's port engine.

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
Rats! We're missing the conduit!

RONY (O.S.)
RATS? RATS CAN'T BE GOOD!

Just before Ark*Star enters the wormhole, it collapses right
as the last spaceship enters and disappears.

GELI (O.S.)
Ark*Star! We've missed our escape!

Blood Sucking Widow sucks in Venus and Mercury and then swings
Earth's sun into its orbit to massive amounts of hydrogen
fuel violently spilling between the four stars.

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. ARK*STAR - SEMI-LIGHT

With Blood sucking Widow heading off in the far distance,
Ark*Star's engines completely shut down.

ARK*STAR
(thru Comm)

Rony, we're all confident you can
handle things out there?

Rony floats through space toward the rear of Ark*Star's
engines.
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RONY
(thru Comm)

If I couldn't, why did you hire me
as the ship's engineer, maid, chief
bottle washer, dogcatcher, dog walker,
dog pooper-scooper? 

Rony approaches from the body of the spacecraft and guides
himself into its rear portal engine.

ARK*STAR
Okay Rony, how goes it out there?

Inside of the engine tube, Rony removes a devise inside of
the manifold and replaces it with an identical one.

RONY
Geli, is your pet attack dog laying
in waiting?

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Geli carries Daphney into Ark*Star's Command Center and places
her down onto one of the consul chairs.

GELI
Shredder's here biding her time to
rip you into pieces.

(looks down)
There sweetie, would you like to see
yourself surfing?

Daphney wolfs out a GRO-CAY.

GELI (CONT'D)
Ark*Star, where are our Earth buddies
and how long to intersect?

Daphney looks up from a monitor of her surf boarding on a
small wave off of the Santa Monica pier and releases AS-MUFF.

ARK*STAR
Forefathers manipulated a wormhole,
slipped into it, and most likely
popped out on the far side of the
Milky Way Galaxy. Unless we find a
similar conduit catching up would
take several thousand millennia.

GELI
Several thousand millennia? That may
as well be on the other side of the
universe.

Geli's face appears hopeful.
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GELI (CONT'D)
Ark*Star, what's the play on that
Speed Of Thought? Have you set that
on-line yet? Could that make us like
catch up to our fore-parents?

FLASH CUT:

A helmet, with fluid electron conducing tubes, instantly
covers Geli's head.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Only a few life forms can interface
with the Speed Of Thought travel.

The illuminants make Geli's body reverberantly sparkle.

GELI (V.O.)
And that would be Rony and myself?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
One other, and the reason the three
bio life forms form my crew.

Geli's entire body transforms into a blinding white light.

GELI (V.O.)
Daphney …

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Yes, our K-9 passenger. But Speed Of
Thought can only be used in a drastic
extreme emergency of last resort. 

GELI (V.O.)
Now why would that be?

Continuing to wear the Speed Of Thought helmet, Geli's head
starts to smoke.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Because the Speed Of Thought interface
can cause a bio life form's brain to
burn up and explode.

Geli's head intensely starts to smoke and then explodes.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
The user gets only one shot to live
but many chances to die.

FLASH BACK:

Without the helmet, Geli's face tightens to Daphney sitting
up and releasing a low grrrr-ello.
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GELI
(more distorted))

So I could burn up and explode? That
wasn't in the travel brochure.

Rony opens the inner door and steps into the Command Center.

RONY
(also distorted)

I think there is no way to catch up
to our mates anytime soon?

Rony turns to Ark*Star's holograph.

RONY (CONT'D)
Ark-boob-job, why did your anti-
graviton invertilator fuse up like a
French fry in pagan barbecue? 

ARK*STAR
(also distorted)

Higher gravity stresses from Blood
Sucking Widow overloaded the circuit.
I've completely compensated for that
anomaly.

RONY
(flash of anger)

Ark*Star, don't ever say again,
completely compensated for that
anomaly. Next time that could cost
us our lives.

ARK*STAR
Everything cannot be in my power.

GELI
Ark*Star, do you know far off course
have we been thrown?

With math figures racing across the Comm screen, Ark*Star
displays a star chart to match her dialogue.

*

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
Sixteen-heplets or 5.978
quintessential zillion miles to the
6th millionth power. 

RONY (O.S.)
That's some massive distance. We'll
just have to catch up, won't we? 

GELI
And what about our assigned mates?
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ARK*STAR
I calculate that Rony's Nanalla and
Geli's Berry reappeared on the other
side of the galaxy into a world named
Paradise Planet.

EXT. PARADISE PLANET SYSTEM - DARK TO LIGHT

Of all makes and models, several hundred spaceships pop out
of the wormhole, head toward a bluish planet, and swing into
an orbit above its surface.

PARADISE PLANET

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
The four of you could join up if
placed into absolute zero sleep, but
that would be millions of years into
the future.

INT. EARTH COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

Inside the communications center of the Earth Command Ship,
MADAM COUNSEL-GENERAL, 50s, pivots in her chair.

COUNSEL-GENERAL
Nanalla, what do you detect? 

Peering through a periscope like devise, 1ST LIEUTENANT
NANALLA, early 20s, turns to Counsel-General.

NANALLA
An oxygen, nitrogen atmosphere, which
was detected six centuries ago.
Paradise Planet is quite habitable
with no concerning pollutants.

Madam Counsel-General then turns to CAPTAIN BERIOLO, late
20s, stationed at another monitor.

MDM. COUNSEL-GENERAL
Captain Beriolo, any signs of
dangerous animal or biological life
forms?

Berry maintains his gaze into a 2nd monitor.

BERIOLO
No, Madam Counsel-General. No
detectable danger to humans, but
there may be an issue with the
Southern hemisphere.

Berry then looks up at Madam Counsel-General.
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MDM. COUNSEL-GENERAL
The Southern hemisphere? We'll have
to go investigate, but first give
the command to start the fleets de-
gravity sequences to land on the
northern temperate continents.

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

In the Comm, Geli lifts up on her toes to reach a console
switch, and Rony studies her beautiful lean supple form.

Rony looks up at Geli fumbling for the console switch. He
steps up next to her and brushes up against her side and
flips the switch over her head.

As Rony leans back from the console, he innocently places
his hand on Geli's waist.

GELI
Hey, I'm a seventy-first Century
woman. I do things for myself.

RONY
Zero out cowgirl. You're just so
mesmerizing.

GELI
Really? Mesmerizing? Plus you're
calling this girl a cow?

Rony's eyes scan up and down at Geli lean fit figure.

RONY
You? No. Never. Just trying to score
a cheap feel.

GELI
Well, go cheap feel yourself.

Daphney grabs Rony's pant leg and jerks her head back-and-
forth growling out, GRRRDIS-STRANCE! RRRR-OOF!

Rony immediately steps back from Geli, while gently shaking
off the protective K-9.

RONY
That's why I'm over here. No need to
go flashing K-9s at me.

Daphney offers out one last, GGGGGGG-RRRROOF.

GELI
Ron, it's going to be a long journey,
and both of us are genetically matched
with other mates.
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RONY
Genetically matched? You know Geli,
it's not all about genetics.

ARK*STAR
WARNING! WARNING! 

Ark*Star's holographic image pops forth from out of the
control panel.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
EMINENT DANGER! Long-range sensors
detect an alarming situation.

RONY
Ark-babe, what's got your holographic
panties in a twist? 

GELI
Will the alarming situation jeopardize
the ultimate goal of this mission?

Ark*Star's holographic image glows hot pink to bright red.

ARK*STAR
Yes, I detect dark energy pervasive
throughout the entire universe has
stopped pushing apart the galaxies.

GELI & RONY
Pushing apart galaxies? So …

ARK*STAR 
What's so critical is the universe 
reverses on a collision course and
implodes back into itself.

RONY
A collapsing universe? That doesn't
sound healthy.

EXT. THE UNIVERSE - LIGHT

Blood Sucking Widow rips into another helpless solar system
exploding it into cosmic planetary debris.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
The Earth's colonist will not known
about the news of the universe
collapsing for an additional ten
light years, a critical difference.

Galaxies spiral through space conversing on a centralized
point in the universe.
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GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, you are changing the
parameters of our mission, and we
never catch up to fore-parents,
especially our chosen mates? 

As galaxies spiral through space, they converge into one
another, than collide, than split apart, than reform, and
then massively explode.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Because of my mission, I cannot follow
our fore-parents. That would be
suicide, and suicide violates my
parameters in saving humankind at
all costs.

At an accelerated rate all seizes of galaxies collapse into
one another.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, your mission is to follow
my orders. I, Angelica of the Sun-
clan, captain of this starship, voice
override you and command to turn
around and reunite with our colonist.

Uniformly, the universe starts to collapse into itself.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
No Geli, again my singular mission
is to preserve all Earth life forms
stored within this spaceship. 

Ark*Star turns away from the Milky Way Galaxy and heads into
the void of outer space.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I now turn Ark*Star from the center
of the universe, which I calculate
will be ground zero.

INT. ARK*STAR - LIGHT

Geli and Daphney peer at the holographic display of the
imploding galaxies with the result of creating a massive
galactic event.

GELI
Ark*Star, you're saying every galaxy,
every cosmic aberration, everything
in this universe is going to implode?

Ark*Star's holographic image turns to a cool hue.
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RONY
Ark-idol, can we survive the universe
blowing apart our guts?

ARK*STAR
Only for a microsecond because
everything will instantly vaporize
with atoms infused into a billion
galaxies forming the new universe.

RONY
Que bummer Ark-quincenera. That's
going to make it difficult to find
our way home.

Daphney sits up and howls forth, in-woofulous.

GELI
Daphney, maybe not so incredulous. 

Daphney starts to unsuccessfully attack Ark*Star's holographic
image.

RONY
Yo rip-'em-apart Daph Dog! But leave
some Ark*stakes for the rest of us.

Daphney turns to tug at Rony's sleeve while he playfully
tickling her sides.

RONY (CONT'D)
Cool it, you little two bit can of
worm bait.

With a final protesting GROWL, Daphney shakes her head and
lays down with Geli petting her head. 

GELI
Wow, a collapsing universe! 

Rony studies the monitor of two galaxies on the screen that
implode into one another.

RONY (O.S.)
That's going to piss off a lot of
astrophysicists who believed in the
infinite expansion into a cold stone
frozen endless universe via dark
energy.

Rony's face tightens with the gravity to the Comm's monitor
displaying galaxies spiraling into one another.

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
My goal is to travel to the farthest
point possible or right beyond the
edge of this universe. 
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Massive amounts of gaseous material infuse into the center
of the amassing bodies creating an universal explosion. 

ARK*STAR (O.S.) (CONT'D)
There we might, just maybe, perhaps
possibly … survive.

The leading shock wave, picks up Ark*Star and carries it
like a rider on a surfboard on the curl of the Big Bang's
explosion.

GELI (O.S.)
So Ark*Star, we survive this 2nd Big
Bang by riding it like a surfboard?

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
That is my plan.

EXT. TSUNAMI HEMISPHERE PARADISE PLANET - DAY

Nanalla and Beriolo stand on a thousand foot volcanic sheer
drop-off cliff overlooking a vast calm and serene green ocean
with a clear blue sky. 

PARADISE PLANET

NANALLA
Council-general, this is a very
peaceful and beautiful spot …

BERIOLO
But really what are we doing here?

Madam Council-general appears as a holographic image.

TSUNAMI HEMISPHERE

COUNCIL-GENERAL
You stand before the test of courage!
Live through the next moments, and
you may survive almost everything.

A sudden quick shaking of the earth around them alarms the
couple. They look up the rise to a compact space shuttle.

NANALLA
Shouldn't we take refuge in the
shuttlecraft?

COUNCIL-GENERAL
The shuttlecraft cannot save you.

The earth shakes again and quickly stops.
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COUNCIL-GENERAL (CONT'D)
Homer in Odyssey calculates dark
energy no longer expands the universe,
thus collapsing all existence.

NANALLA
Who's Homer in Odyssey?

The ground shakes even harder.

COUNCIL-GENERAL
Homer's Odyssey will ferry you to
farthest depths of outer space,
hopefully to catch up to your mates,
Geli and Rony.

Once again the earth, below Nanalla and Beriolo's feet, shakes
violently and for a longer period of time.

COUNCIL-GENERAL (CONT'D)
From ground zero that will consume
every galaxy, red giant, pulsar,
quasar, black hole, and every star
system, including this one.

The ground momentarily stops shaking.

NANALLA
Really? Homer? Odyssey? No more dark
energy? Collapsing Universe? That's
inconceivable. 

BERIOLO
So we need to pull up our tent and
zip-line out of here?

A faint dark-line appears on the horizon by an almost
inaudible roar that grows LARGER and INCREASINGLY LOUDER.

NANALLA
Look! What's that?

Along the horizon, a dark-line of the ocean grows ominous.

COUNCIL-GENERAL
This is Tsunami Hemisphere, and if
you survive, the wave will deliver
your ride.       

BERIOLO
The tidal wave grows large and comes
in fast. Shouldn't we seek higher
ground?

COUNCIL-GENERAL
No, no time. 

(MORE)
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COUNCIL-GENERAL (CONT'D)
When you meet Homer, listen to him.
In Odyssey he will lead you to
Ark*Star. I suggest you hold onto a
rock and not let go. Goodbye. God's
speed.

A one thousand plus massive tsunami approaches Nanalla and
Beriolo's position, and its THUNDEROUS SOUND blasts DEAFENING.

NANALLA
Grab this!

At the edge of the cliff, Nanalla and Beriolo grab onto a
rock handle and watch in awe of Paradise Planet's raw
tsunami's power and its DEAFENING SOUND. 

Council-general's holographic image stands defiant until the
wave sweeps over Nanalla and Beriolo immediately disappearing
with the shuttle.

As the full force of the wave swamps Nanalla and Beriolo's
precarious hold onto a volcanic rock, a large dark object
passes right over their position.

Under about ten feet of water, Nanalla and Beriolo hang onto
their rock handle, while holding their breath for dear life.

As the water subsides, Nanalla and Beriolo quickly emerge
from the torrential sea foam, only to witness a relatively
medium seize space cruiser nearly identical to Ark*Star with
the name O-D-Y-S-S-E-Y stenciled on its side. 

Out from the craft appears the kindly gentle holographic
image, HOMER.

HOMER
(soothing male voice)

Hello, I am Homer. Would you like a
ride in Odyssey?

Homer points to the ocean's horizon with the first wave
receding to an even larger tsunami appearing on the horizon
creating a DEEPER DEAFENING SOUND.

HOMER (CONT'D)
Before the second wave arrives, I
suggest we leave. Nanalla will be
the pilot.

As the second wave swamps the coastline, Odyssey rises into
the sky barely avoiding the massive tsunami.

INT. ODYSSEY - DAY

Odyssey lifts off with a drenched Nanalla and Beriolo in the
Command Center chairs. 
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Right below their position, the massive tsunami just misses
the spaceship and heads far inland into the continent.

NANALLA
Who is Homer you, and where did you
come from? 

BERIOLO
What was the exercise of this tsunami
experience? 

NANALLA
And how does it come about you look
exactly like Ark*Star?

BERIOLO
And what were you doing hiding in
the middle of a tidal wave? I mean
come on, this is all so very …
perplexing.

EXT. PARADISE PLANET - SEMI-LIGHT

As Odyssey rises into the upper atmosphere of Paradise Planet,
a third tsunami 5,000-feet high sweeps into more than half
the continent.

HOMER (V.O.)
To live is a privilege, and to die
is a trial, especially in the sub-
frozen depths of space. 

NANALLA (V.O.)
So if we can survive this cataclysmic
event, Berry and I should be able to
escape an even graver more death
defying challenge?

Finally, with Odyssey at the edge of the stratosphere a 10,000-
foot wave engulfs the entire continent.

EXT. OUTER SPACE - GLOWING LIGHT

The center of the universe vibrates brighter and brighter,
and Ark*Star darts toward the farthest edge of the universe
beyond the outermost surviving galaxy.

ARK*STAR  (V.O.)
BEWARE! BEWARE! Massive hydrogen
cloud of destruction approaches!

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Rony's face tightens.

ARK*STAR
Everyone buckle up.
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An array of warning lights flash on and off, and Geli,
Daphney, and Rony strap themselves into their respective
seats.

ARK*STAR  (CONT'D)
The hydrogen cloud is of unfathomable
dimension.

The computer's screen displays a massive cloud of hydrogen
streaming in from the farthest reaches of any known galaxy.

ARK*STAR  (CONT'D)
And the possibility of Ark*Star being
destroyed increases exponentially.

Ark*Star's image flickers several times than nearly short
circuits out with hydrogen particles crushing into a massive
density.

GELI
Ark*Star, can we survive this?

ARK*STAR 
Unknown …

RONY
Is this the reason for the collapse
of dark energy?

ARK*STAR
Yes …

GELI
And the infusion? Infusion from where?
Or what? Or from whom?

The center of the universe vibrates brighter and brighter to
Ark*Star's holographic image pulsing within its center.

RONY
Perhaps we witness the face of God!

Daphney places the other paw over her mussel and releases a
faint whimper.

EXT. UNIVERSE - SUPER LIGHT

A cloud of densely pressed gasses engulfs Ark*Star and
violently shakes with the crafts outer  glowing a bright
molten red tumbling it over-and-over.

INT. ARK*STAR - LIGHT

Inside the Comm the shields that cover Geli, Rony, and Daphney
keep them from braking apart with everything radically
vibrating apart.
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GELI
Ark*Star! How much can we take?

ARK*STAR
My graviton will soon break down and
collapse your protective shields!

RONY
So we will be?

ARK*STAR
Completely atomize!

Just as quickly, the hydrogen cloud passes around Ark*Star.
The anomaly heads toward the center of the universe, and the
spacecraft stabilizes.

GELI
And these hydrogen clouds will reform
the entire universe?

ARK*STAR 
Yes, creating an entirely new world.

RONY
Well, Ark-killjoy, that wasn't in
the travel brochure.

Daphney arches her back and releases a LOW WHINING HOWL.

EXT. EDGE OF FIRST KNOWN UNIVERSE - LIGHT TO DARKNESS

Daphney's LOW WHINING HOWL becomes pervasive throughout the
Universe to Ark*Star escaping toward the farthest space void.

EDGE OF FIRST KNOWN UNIVERSE

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Even at this distance I believe we
will not survive a cataclysmic Big
Bang event.

Ark*Star's outer  glows a deep crimson red than an iridescent
orange.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, you know what must be done?

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

As the hydrogen cloud passes, Rony, Daphney, and the hologram
Ark*Star look at Geli.

RONY
Do what exactly?
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GELI
To save this ship and all of our
life forms …

RONY
That's not going to happen, I'm not
going to allow you to fry your brains
with that Speed of Thought garbage.
It's more like Speed of Death.

ARK*STAR
Actually, that may be the only
solution to survive this next Big
Bang, but I have some good news.

RONY
Like you can Speed of Though yourself
and not kill Geli?

ARK*STAR
No, but with a new cranial cooling
system, I've developed improvements.

MONTAGE OF SHOTS:

Ark*Star preps the spaceship and its cargo for the 2nd Big
Bang by bringing up a three-dimensional hologram of a liquid-
metallic helmet.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I calculate twenty-two hours, and
fifty-four minutes before universal
implosion to explosion.

Ark*Star's image appears above Rony, who pours molten metal
into a chrome looking mold.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
First, we craft the cranial shield
that will be the link between Geli's
conscience and Ark*Star's interface.

Geli threads wires through the base of the helmet and plugs
them into the communications center's control panel.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Next, we wire Geli's thought fluids
through my processors and into the
central core of this vessel.

Rony places the special helmet over Geli's head that encases
fluid circulating throughout it.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
But there is one critical aspect. 
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RONY (V.O.)
You scamming us Ark*Star?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
I am confident this will work;
however, Geli cannot think her way
into nothing but almost nothing. The
almost nothing needs to be just faster
than the detonation of the Big Bang.

END MONTAGE:

Rony inspects Geli strapped into Ark*Star special Speed Of
Thought mainframe chair.

RONY
Geli, wow, the woman of the future.
What a fashion plate, never looking
better.

GELI
Ron is so flattering. I almost never
want to give you any advanced turn
signals. 

(to Ark*Star)
And if I think my way into nothing?

Rony takes Daphney and straps them into a seat next to Geli.

ARK*STAR
Than into infinity we become forever
nothing. You ready Geli?

Within the Speed Of Thought helmet, Geli's eyes glaze over,
and she mumbles in Ark*Star's direction.

RONY
If you as much as feel a twinge of
brain fever, I'm pulling the plug.

ARK*STAR 
Calculating finite density before
detonation. Six … five … four …

EXT. DEEP SPACE - DARK

Ark*Star darkens the Comm center's glass shield to its darkest
shade and points its star engines away from ground zero.

ARK*STAR  (V.O.)
Three … two … one …

For a brief moment the hydrogen clouds and all galaxies
collapse into a singularity point.
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INT./EXT. ARK*STAR/UNIVERSE - LIGHT

On the console, Ark*Star brings up a 3-dimensional map of
the universe collapsing into itself.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, why aren't we moving?

On the outer edge of the universe, a quasar defies the melding
galaxies.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
See there that distant star? That is
the farthest point in this known
universe. Imagine you being there.

The fluid, from Geli's helmet into the console, starts moving
FAST, FASTER, to its EXTREME FASTEST RATE of flow.

The Universe transitions to Ark*star's Communications Center

Within a microsecond, the 2nd Big Bang OMNIPOTENTLY EXPLODES
in ONE ENCOMPASSING WHITE LIGHT followed by COLOSSAL RINGS
of ENERGY WAVES.

Ark*Star's clock starts reading forward +1, 2, 3, 4 (etc.)
SECONDS of a STAR DAY …

The communications center, Geli's, Rony's, and Daphney's
bodies suddenly transform into a SOFT RED GLOW, and a BLINDING
WHITE LIGHT thoroughly engulfs them.

Geli's mind's eyes visualize the distant star to the farthest
point of the explosion.

Exactly when the explosion begins to enshroud Ark*Star, the
spacecraft transforms into a BEAM of RED LIGHT and STRINGS
OUT beyond the MASSIVE UNIVERSAL EXPLOSION.

The beam of light races at the edge of the 2nd Big Bang's
shock wave.

Geli's face displays total concentration in wearing the fluid
helmet, which transfigures her form into a ruby laser.

As the distant star illuminates closer-and-closer, Blood
Sucking Widow comes into view growing MASSIVELY LARGER.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, our death enemy, Blood
Sucking Widow!

When the 2nd Big Bang's sock wave reaches Ark*Star, Blood
Sucking Widow opens a conduit in the fabric of space-time
consuming the mega death star with billions of swirling gas
clouds pin-wheel outward.
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ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Window open! Take it or we die!

Geli's thoughts guide Ark*Star into the WORMHOLE created by
Blood Sucking Widow just before the 2nd Big Bang's sock wave
reaches Ark*Star but vaporizes Blood Sucking Widow.

GELI (V.O.)
Can't take much more!

Rony and Daphney reappear out of the light beam, and the
rest of Ark*Star reforms into a solid body.

RONY (V.O.)
Ark*Star, what just happened?

The spacecraft's stabilizers come on line, slow it down, and
stop it to view the swirling gas clouds forming galaxies
within the new born universe.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Behind us is the Second Universe.

RONY (V.O.)
Astonishing! We lived to witness the
birth of a brand new celestial cosmos.

In a fog, Geli struggles to take a deep breath, and her head
collapses backwards.

RONY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(echoes out)

GELIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII …

GELI'S DREAM SEQUENCES:

Physically elongated in stilted movements, Geli tries to
make eye contact with Rony.

GELI
Some ride hey lover boy? Did I just
save our lives?

Rony positively nods his head, and Geli eyes Daphney.

GELI (CONT'D)
Can Geli's puppy dog still bark?

Daphney shakes her head than releases a doggie MOAN.

DAPHNEY
RURR! RURR! Daphney more than bark.
Completely speak. Some fun ride.
Yes? No? GELI!

Rony's eyes widen in astonishment at Daphney.
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RONY
Great, now Doggie Do Do Little will
be yakking it up all the time?

DAPHNEY
Who knows what advances in this new
universe can K-9s achieve. 

Daphney nudges up against Geli.

DAPHNEY (CONT'D)
You think we find Tierra Nuevo in
the next time zone?

GELI
New Earth? Yes pretty girl. New Earth
will be our Garden of Eden Planet.

END DREAM SEQUENCE:

Ark*Star's distorted holographic image reappears on the
control console in front of the three Earthlings.

ARK*STAR 
Wow, that was pretty radical. Everyone
all right? Geli?

Rony shakes his head, and he struggles to reach Geli.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Geli's crashing on brainwave overload!
Quick she needs human touch, or she
never returns!

Rony leans and gives Geli her a full kiss on her lips. 

Geli's eyes flutter than jerk open, and she rips the helmet
from her head and releases an overwhelmingly loud YOWLLLLLL.

RONY
Evangelica, you're back with us?

Geli longingly eyes Rony.

GELI
Rony, you like my light show?

Rony releases a sigh of relief, and Geli turns to Daphney.

GELI (CONT'D)
Daphney, there for a moment, I thought
you were speaking to me in clear
distinct sentences.

Daphney positively shakes her head, clears her throat, and
simply releases a timid doggy whine.
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ARK*STAR
Galaxies and planets are now just
forming. Habitable planets with life
forms will not begin for another
four maybe five billion years; so …

GELI
So we go into absolute zero sleep? 

(turns to Ark*Star)
No word about Berry and Nanalla?

ARK*STAR
No word, but radio waves are so
compressed that we may never know.

EXT. EDGE OF THE UNIVERSE - SEMI-DARK

Ark*Star's engines kick in, and the spacecraft heads toward
a distant forming swirl of galactic clouds.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
And if they did actually survive
this 2nd Big Bang, your mates could
be on the far side of nowhere.

RONY (V.O.)
So we likely may never see them again?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Except for the bio-life forms I house
in Ark*Star, it seems improbable
nothing could survive beyond the
cataclysmic event we just experienced.

INT. ABSOLUTE ZERO SLEEP CHAMBER - SUBDUED LIGHT

Geli carries Daphney into the ABSOLUTE ZERO SLEEP CHAMBER
and places her down onto one of the consul chairs.

ABSOLUTE ZERO SLEEP CHAMBER

Holding Daphney, Geli steps into Ark*Star's ABSOLUTE ZERO
SLEEP CHAMBER to the K-9 releasing a, arrr-ggggade.

GELI
Daphney's afraid for our survival? I
am a little afraid, but I'll be right
here taking care of you.

Daphney simply releases a grrrrrrroooooook.

GELI (CONT'D)
You want to pee on a tree? Silly
dog, there's no trees around here.

Daphney protests by shaking her head back-and-forth.
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GELI (CONT'D)
I joke with you. I know you're afraid.
That's okay; we'll be afraid together.
Ready to take a little doggie nap?

Geli tightly hugs Daphney and sets her dog in the Absolute
Zero Sleep Chamber capsule, and Ark*Star's holographic image
appears above the console.

GELI (CONT'D)
Ark*Star! Daph-dog and I arf … ready
to take a little nap. 

Rony steps into the Absolute Zero Chamber and hesitantly
looks at his single sleep cubicle.

RONY
Ark-bonny-old-lass, you're not going
to like never wake us up again, are
you?

ARK*STAR
And deny myself the suffering of
Rony's bad jokes and puns. I'm just
going to take your body temp down to
minus 460 degrees below Fahrenheit
or Absolute Zero. 

RONY
Exactly, what are the dynamics of
this Absolute Zero sleep? Should I
get all iced up about this?

Ark*Star displays a holographic image of his explanation.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Nano-robotics will preserve your
cellular structures in the quasi-
freezing process almost indefinitely. 

Microscopic nano-robots infuse into Rony blood and permeate
throughout his body.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Then you will be suspended in atomized
animation, a process called cryonic
generalization.

Rony's body stiffens up like an icicle.

RONY
Cryonic generalization? Really? Wow!
Ark-zombie! I'm not sure I want a
bunch of mechanical micros running
wild through my body. Sounds like a
recipe for a cheap rotten hangover. 

(MORE)
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RONY (CONT'D)
Wait just a moment. Cheap rotten
hangover? Sounds cool. Sign me up.

Geli sets Daphney down in the Zero Sleep Chamber.

ARK*STAR
Absolute Zero sleep is not a true
freeze, too much cell damage. I
replace the blood in your body with
an electronic fluid agent.

Geli's angelic face appears innocent of all earthly
corruption.

RONY
Which suspends you biological life
form into the fourth dimension of
space-time.

Just for a brief flash, one of Rony's eyes appears to slightly
twitch.

RONY (CONT'D)
How much do we age during absolute
zonk out time?

Like in R.E.M. – rapid eye movement – sleep, Rony's second
eye appears to twitch again.

ARK*STAR
Your body degenerates about one second
for every one million years of
Absolute Zero sleep.

RONY
So you say we'll age about 116 hours
or wow almost five days in billions
of years. Ark*Arational, I'll be so
much wiser. So how long?

Geli lays in the Absolute Zero Sleep Chamber capsule, and
Daphney curls into one spot next to her mistress.

ARK*STAR
I'll see you in four or maybe five
billion year revival. That is when
galaxies will form livable planets.

Rony lies down in his Absolute Zero sleep chamber and flicks
his head at Geli.

RONY
Yo Geli, my dream is to lay with
you; so why can't we snuggle down
together instead of the flea mutt
motel?
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Daphney releases a protesting growl at Rony.

GELI
Dream on sailor boy.

The Plexiglas cover slides over Rony's and then Geli and
Daphney's Absolute ZERO Sleep Chambers.

While a silvery liquid, hydro-zylinate floats throughout
each capsule, a mist envelopes around their body. 

Rony's, Geli's, and Daphney's eyelids grow heavy and close.

As a carbon dioxide fog sweeps over their bodies, a
rectangular red digital marker drops from +72° Fahrenheit
down to -459.67° than blinks in bright red, ABSOLUTE ZERO
TEMPERATURE.

Rony's, Geli's, and Daphney's bodies suspend in atomized
animation between two polar electro-magnets from head to
heal.

Ice crystals spread on the Plexiglas cubicles, with Geli
appearing tranquil and quietly resting with Daphney in her
arms. 

EXT. DEEP SPACE - DARK

Ark*Star's engines blast full force toward a newly formed
swirling galaxy.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Yes, and our time restarts at Absolute
Zero, when all life renews for my
Humanoid and bio life forms.

The engines shut down, and the spacecraft smoothly glides
toward spiraling specks of light of distant forming galaxies.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And if I had known what dangers our
lives were to face, I still could
not have chosen the Earthling's faith
to end in the collapse of our First
Universe.

Ark*Star grows smaller toward a distant pinwheel galaxy. 

EXT. EARTH'S PACIFIC OCEAN - DAY

Into a giant Pacific wave, Geli expertly slices into the
surf.

PILA'A KAUAI

Closer to shore, Beriolo rides a similar wave with Daphney
sitting on the board and barking encouragements.
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NORTH EAST SHORE 

A slightly younger, Rony and Nanalla snorkel into a pristine
reef.

Also, the younger Geli and Beriolo inter-twine into arm-and-
arm next to a beach campfire.

Rony reclines back with Nanalla resting her head on his chest.

Daphney runs up with a tennis ball and drops it at Geli's
feet.

SLOWLY, Geli picks up the ball and tosses it to the K-9 who
scampers off.

Rony and Nanalla passionately make out at the far edge of
the beach campfire.

Beriolo whips an ocean fishing pole's line beyond the breakers
into the glory to the rising sun over the Pacific.

REVERTING to NORMAL MOTION, Geli peers across the calm ocean
with the sheen from the rising sun warming the water's edge.

Sunlight drenches Geli's face, and an ominous chord STRINGS
FORTH.

FLASH FRAME:

From nowhere, Razor teeth slash forth.

EXT./INT. ARK*STAR - SUBDUED LIGHT

Ark*Star glides through space toward a forming star spiral,
not too dissimilar from the Milky Way galaxy.

THE 2nd UNIVERSE

Scores of galaxies enjoin with galaxies of all classes and
seizes, and their light grows sequentially brighter.

Hydrogen clouds, star babies, star clusters, quasars, pulsars,
black holes, rogue galaxies of all types, reel across the
universe landscape.

INT. ARK*STAR - LIGHT

Ark*Star's holographic image flickers into photo-chromic
energy. 

Ark*Star's image wriggles to life, with more electronic
systems illuminating the interior of the spacecraft.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
A lot of changes can happen in five-
plus billion years.
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Ark*Star's clock reads: 5,478,328,777 YEARS OF ABSOLUTE ZERO
SLEEP.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I call this human's defrost cycle.
After such a massive period of time,
I hope this works on my human cargo.

Ark*Star's holographic image appears over to the Earthlings,
and Rony, Geli, and Daphney calmly remain in zero sleep.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
I only wake up my humans because I
detect a star system with not one
but two livable planets.

Inside the Absolute Zero Sleep Chamber, Kelvin scale monitors
reverses going from its -459.67° marker to +72° awakening
the three Earthlings.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And my Earthonium fuel cells drain
to near depletion.

Warm rosy hues glow over Rony and Geli's faces, and Daphney's
mussel.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Yes that anti-matter, anti-gravity
Ark*Star needs for my spacecraft to
safely function and travel. 

Daphney's warm brown eyes slowly open reflecting rose colors. 

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Finding a fuel supply will be critical
for survival, but I believe we are
headed toward a planetary system
with vast quantities of Earthonium.

INT. ARK*STAR - DARK

Ominous music strings forth, and Ark*Star's holographic dimly
appears over the humans' ABSOLUTE ZERO SLEEP CHAMBER. 

Daphney sits up and WOOLFS out one time.

ARK*STAR
Daphney, you want to know if we're
there yet. Oh yea little lady, we're
there. Geli, time to wake up now. 

Geli's eyes twitch once.

SECOND FLASH FRAME:

Again razor teeth slash forth.
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GELI (V.O.)
So we didn't die but now must be
rescued from purgatory?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
No, but our Earthonium is all but
depleted.

THIRD FLASH FRAME:

Again FROM NOWHERE, razor teeth slash forth.

RONY (V.O.)
Ark*Star, how did you let that happen?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
It was a half-life breakdown within
the containment field of the anti-
matter. But now Earthlings, I have
good and bad news.

FOURTH FLASH FRAME:

In QUICK SUCCESSION, multiple razor teeth slash forth.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star give me the good first …

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
We are close to a massive source of
Earthonium, but I think we may have
a problem. Daphney, Rony, and Geli,
you are now on your wakeup cycle.

EXT. MAGENTA CENTRAL CONTINENT - DAY

COMMODORE RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (lean mean seven-plus-foot Dinohoid -
.5 dinosaur / .5 humanoid) slashes forth his razor teeth.

MAGENTA HOME PLANET

A less than 5-foot slight of stature, HETERO-NYMPH - .5 human
and .5 dragonfly - darts from a Razor Tooth's grip.  

CARNIVOROUS DINOHOID HOME

Razor Tooth-ils' scaly claw-human-like-hand reaches out.
Seamlessly, claws extend and ensnare the Hetero-nymph with
her human face SILENTLY SHRIEKING out in absolute fear.

Razor Tooth's cousin, RAZOR SMIRK-IGS, quickly devours a
second Hetero-nymph.

Razor Smirk-igs ensnare a pod of Hetero-nymph. 

Male and female Hetero-nymph faces contort sheer terror.
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Razor Tooth-ils sports yellow-slit reptilian eyes with partial
human features. He then squares off opposite the female human.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(slobbers forth)

We eat most humans a generation ago.
Now Earth ship brings us new fresh
meat.

Through a rather crude video monitor, SUPREME SLASHER slowly
raises his head to reveal the largest dino-cranium than the
other Dinohoids. He also possesses semi-humanoid like features
with slit cross-pupils displaying neon-magenta colored eyes.

SUPREME SLASHER
Razor Tooth-ils quite playing with
your Hetero-nymphs. You want real
human meat? 

(snarls forth)
FRONT AND CENTER, NOW!

Razor Tooth-ils sardonically smirks.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Yes Supreme Slasher, I take up the
next space shuttle.

INT. ABSOLUTE ZERO SLEEP CHAMBER - SUBDUED LIGHT

In a cold sweat, Geli sits up in the Absolute Zero chamber
and opens her eyes.

GELI
ARK! We're in deep, deep trouble!

ARK*STAR
Yes, a villainous alien vessel full
of meat eating Dinohoids has locked
onto us. Escape not possible.

GELI
Use your anti-gravity pulse!

ARK*STAR
Too low on Earthonium fuel. We're
caught in some form of gravity
metallic net.

In his absolute zero chamber, Rony groggily sits up.

RONY
Dinohoid? What's a Dinohoid?

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

In the cargo bay, the Dinohoid, Razor Tooth-ils, directs a
massive metallic net roughly placing Ark*Star onto its hold.
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MAGENTA INTERSTELLAR SPACE

Supreme Slasher licks his drooling chops with his magenta
colored eyes changing to a deep blood red.

ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP

SUPREME SLASHER
(hideous hissing voice)

Commodore Razor Tooth-ils, you detect
a breeding human couple inhabit that
star ship?

Slobber exudes from Razor Tooth-ils lips.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Yes, and a red meat four-legged hairy
creature known as …

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Daphney's head jerks up.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (V.O.)
K-zero-9.

SUPREME SLASHER (V.O.)
K-zero-9? But we hunger for human
meat. 

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

In the cargo bay, Razor Tooth-ils flicks his head and a team
of Dinohoids igniting blow torches.

SUPREME SLASHER
Cut them out of there.

Dinohoids place the torches against Ark*Star's outer .

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

At the engineering station monitors, Rony eyes both the
Supreme Slasher and Razor Tooth-ils slavering away.

RONY
This is one intolerable situation!

Daphney jumps up on his lap.

DAPHNEY
AR-ROOOOO! DAPH ANGRY!

RONY
Not now sweetie!
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DAPHNEY
NURRRRR! DAPH GGGGURN ANGRY!

Rony leans forward.

GELI
Shush little girl! We're trying to
think here!

DAPHNEY
'ISTEN! DAPH GGGGURN ANGRY!

RONY
Wait! Hold the doggie treats! Daphney
speaks.

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

In the cargo bay, Razor Tooth-ils nervously paces back and
forth supervising the Dinohoids blow torching through
Ark*Star's outer .

RONY (V.O.)
I know what Daph Dog suggests!

Razor Tooth-ils looks over to observe the bottom  of Ark*Star
growing a dull yellow than orange than bright red. 

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
I know what happens here!

In a cowardly moment, Razor Tooth-ils turns and vaults as
fast as he can to an exit.

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Appearing anxious, Rony and Geli glance over at Daphney
wearing Speed Of Thought helmet fitted over her petit K-9
cranium. 

RONY
Daphney, I really know why you're
doing this. You just want to go find
a dog park; so, you can find a gold
water meter to pee on it. 

DAPHNEY
Biz Rony …

RONY
Busy? Then you'll want me walking
five paces behind you with a doggie
do-do-bag picking up behind you. I'm
right aren't I?
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INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

With WARNING SIGNALS BLASTING in the cargo bay, Ark*Star's 
grows molten red with Dinohoids scattering for their lives.

Razor Tooth-ils barely makes it to the blast door and shuts
it behind him closing out several Dinohoids.

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Daphney's mussel massively vibrates, and her features steadily
glow into a warm ruby light.

ARK*STAR
(distorted echo)

Daphney! You're doing it! 

Snapping out of her trance, Daphney shakes her head once,
and duly releases a victorious but weak … RUFF!

The interior of Ark*Star PULSES a HOT BLINDING RED.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Strap in tight!

INT./EXT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

In an INSTANT FLASH, Ark*Star melts right though the
Armageddon  expelling Dinohoids along with Magenta Attack
Fighters and cargo hold debris into space.

INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Ark*Star transitions from hot red to orange to yellow to her
cool silver to the GROSS SOUNDS of GALACTIC FIGHTING.

EXT. MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT

LASER ZAPS!

STROBE LIGHTS! 

SHARP EXPLOSIONS! 

GRINDING METAL UPON METAL!

Hundreds of Dinohoids appear in their Magenta Attack Fighters
over their Magenta Planet.

The visuals and sounds intensify to BRIGHTER and LOUD, LOUDER,
and LOUDEST again until the WAR SOUNDS swell OVERWHELMING.

GELI (V.O.)
Now we're caught between a galactic
civil war!
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Amongst the chaos of LASER ZAPS and BLINDING LIGHTS, Ark*Star
pinballs back-and-forth. 

RONY (V.O.)
Who shoots against whom?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Uncertain!

The opposing fighters stop short between the ternary star-
system with a pulsar in the center diving the solar system.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
But the pulsar slices this solar
system in half keeping the northern
faction solar system separated from
the Southern Faction!

Like a lighthouse beacon, the pulsar relentlessly slices
through the cosmos every second.

GELI (V.O.)
So this separates the bad guys against
more bad guys?

The northern hemisphere planets revolve parallel to the top
of the suns, and the southern hemisphere planets circumference
the bottom side of the ternary stars.

RONY (V.O.)
How crazy is this situation?

The giant red and the normal yellow stars rotate around each
other with the pulsar laser gunning out its beacon between
them.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Avoiding getting zapped by the pulsar,
we must squeeze between the three
suns …

RONY (V.O.)
Really? Really Ark-insanity.

Ark*Star appears trapped between the ternary system with the
pulsar emanating its pulse ray every second between the two
opposing factions.

INT. LEAD MAGENTA FIGHTER JET - SPACE LIGHT

In the lead Magenta fighter jet, Razor Tooth-ils snarls out. 

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Alien spaceship! Stand down! Accept
doom!
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INT. ARK*STAR COMMAND CENTER - LIGHT

Surrounded by Dinohoid star fighters, Geli and Rony look at
Ark*Star's hologram on the consul of the command center. 

ARK*STAR
The Carnivores mean to capture us. 

RONY
CARNIVORES! 
Rony's eyes roll backwards

RONY (CONT'D)
I knew it! Reptilian aliens that
feed on flesh. I ain't being on
somebody's menu.

On the command monitor, a fuzzy picture sharpens to see Razor
Tooth-ils situated in the lead attack ship.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Surrender! Guarantee no eat humans!

In disgust, Geli tightens the upper portion of her lip.

GELI
We'd rather get sliced in half by
that pulsar, than a vicious pack of
meat eating Dino poops!

Ark*Star displays a holographic image of the solar system's
ternary suns – a yellow sun circles a red giant with a pulsar
shooting its beacon between the poles.

RONY
If that neutron pulsar saps us …

GELI
We're fried into nothing!

Through the monitor Razor Tooth-ils looks resolved.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Ready neurogenic stun weapon! Aliens,
you have ten count-downs, nine, eight
seven …

Still with her helmet on, Daphney's beautiful brown eyes
weakly look up at Geli, and the K-9 releases a weak roof.

GELI
Got one more thought sweetie?

INT. LEAD MAGENTA FIGHTER JET - SPACE LIGHT

In the lead Magenta fighter jet, Razor Tooth-ils snarls out. 
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RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
TWO, ONE, FIRE!

EXT. MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT

When the lasers from the Dinohoid fighters reaches Ark*Star,
the spacecraft strings out into a stream of light beaming
right between the yellow and red giant suns, just avoiding
pulsar's beacon.

With Ark*Star slicing through the ternary stars, the
electronic laser cannon's fire grows INTENSE.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
PURSUE! PURSUE! PURSUE!

Magenta Fighters chase after Ark*Star.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (CONT'D)
No come back without fresh red meat! 

When the three Magenta Attack Fighters reach the pulsar's
relentless beacon, they get zapped into oblivion.

Several dozen Magenta Attack Fighters pass through the ternary
stars with the pulsar pulverizing half of them.

INT. RAZOR TOOTH-ILS FIGHTER - SEMI-LIGHT

Razor Tooth-ils rapidly shakes his head back-and-forth.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
IDIOTS! I EMPLOY IDIOTS! Can no razor
tooth follow my orders?

EXT. CYAN INNER SPACE - LIGHT

From the space side of the ternary stars, an electron donut
ring emerges from the front of the Turquoise Command Ship.

When a dozen Magenta Attack Fighters fire their weapons, the
donut ring lifts them up with the pulse carrying them into
the ternary stars instantly vaporizing them.

The Turquoise Command Ship fires another pulse toward the
ternary suns which mostly passes through and approaches the
Magenta Command spaceship.

INT. MAGENTA COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher views a turquoise donut energy hole rapidly
enclosing on his ship, and his magenta eyes widen. He leans
back into his command board and hits a button securely
strapping him into captain's chair.

SUPREME SLASHER
See! Platy be pussies!

(MORE)
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SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
(hideous laugh)

They no shoot straight!

As the force field strikes the Magenta Command Ship, everyone
and everything violently flips MULTIPLE TIMES AROUND pushing
it away from the ternary stars.

Supreme Slasher's lower lip rapidly vibrates. He releases
his harness, stands, and collapses to the deck.

INT. CYAN INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Seeing their command ship flipping back through and losing
position, Magenta Fighters break off their inner-space attack
and retreat.

Turquoise Fighters stop their pursuit and pull-up next to
their command ship.

EXT. CYAN SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT

Spinning around-and-around, Ark*Star floats through the Cyan
Solar System on the other side of the ternary star system. 

CYAN SOLAR SYSTEM

In the inter-stellar space of the Cyan Solar System, hundreds
of Turquoise space fighters surround Ark*Star. 

PLATY PUSSIONS' SPACE TERRITORY 

In the cockpit of the lead fighter, PLATYPUS EYES, .5 platypus
/ .5 humanoid, speaks into his radio.

PLATYPUS EYES
(soothing voice)

Hold positions. No more fire.

Studying Ark*Star, Platypus Eyes open wide revealing warm
golden eyes.

PLATYPUS EYES (CONT'D)
All fighters stand down. Believe
alien ship presents no threat.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Geli and Rony looks through the monitor at the massive space
fleet confronting Ark*Star.

GELI
Perhaps they're not as dangerous.

RONY
Because they haven't killed us yet? 

(MORE)
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RONY (CONT'D)
Ark*Star, can you and Daph Dog zap
us out of here?

ARK*STAR
No more Earthonium left, but …

Geli looks down to see Daphney lies in a near coma state.

GELI
Daphney! Oh please! After all this,
you have to live!

Rony and Ark*Star move next to Geli holding Daphney. A light
electrical ZAP from the hologram and the K-9 sits right up
and releases a HOWLLLLLLLLLLLLLL!

GELI (CONT'D)
There's my puppy dog back to life!

Daphney weakly licks Geli's hand.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Daph's going to be all right. I have
sent a request for sanctuary to this
side of the Cyan Solar System.

Without warning, Platypus Eyes pops up on the monitor.

PLATYPUS EYES
Alien vessel! What be intention?

RONY
How does it come about they speak
our language?

ARK*STAR
My galactic translator.

GELI
I've got this.

(touches screen mic)
This is the Star Ship Ark*Star. 

Platypus Eyes looks pleasantly surprised.

PLATYPUS EYES
(thru monitor)

Your species look familiar. What
type of animal are you?

RONY
We are called humans.

PLATYPUS EYES
Never hear of human, but wait …
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INT. PLATYPUS EYES' COCKPIT - LIGHT

Platypus Eyes studies the soft features of Geli.

PLATYPUS EYES
Your features look familiar.

GELI
(thru monitor)

Really? Just passing through and got
caught up by those carnivores. We
desperately need Earthonium. 

Platypus Eyes remain steadfast.

PLATYPUS EYES
You've come to the wrong side of
ternary suns. The only known source
of an anti-matter is on the Dinohoid
Planet. Follow me to Turquoise Space
City, and we strategize what we can
for humans.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Rony notices Geli lightly petting Daphney's head.

RONY
Can we trust these Platypus looking
pussies?

GELI
I think we're out of options.

DISSOLVE TO:

INT. TURQUOISE SPACE CITY - LIGHT

In the main hanger bay, Platypus Eyes approaches Geli, Rony,
and Daphney standing just on the outside of Ark*Star.

TURQUOISE SPACE CITY

PLATYPUS EYES
Introductions. I am Platypus Eyes.

GELI
This is our engineer, Rony, and I am
Geli, the captain of Ark*Star.

PLATYPUS EYES
Welcome to Turquoise Space City. Our
leader is Betahur. There …

Looks above to the encased glass control center.

PLATYPUS COMMAND CENTER
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In the Turquoise Space City, the leader, BETAHUR, turns around
to reveal a more human face than Platypus Eyes, directing
his attention to Geli and Rony. 

BETAHUR
(through speaker)

Meat eating scary lizards, worthless
in treaty, no trust in peace.

A platoon of Platy Pussions realigns an exterior liquid mirror
with the second shot from the Magenta Command Ship harmless
deflecting into space.

Betahur turns to his subordinate, PUSSION #1.

BETAHUR (CONT'D)
Pussion Number One, stand down
oscillation cannon!

Pussion #1 raises the top of his Platypus in acknowledgment.

Pussion #2 in the background peers over a liquid-like gridiron
monitor with a small triangular figure traveling toward their
solar system. 

GELI
So, you've killed the Carnivores?

PLATYPUS EYES
No, we never kill anyone. We simply
rendered them temporarily unconscious.

RONY
So you can go in and kill them?

PLATYPUS EYES
No, against Platypus nature, besides
they wake in few moments.

CAPTAIN Q'YANA [a Platypus Geli look-a-like] climbs out of
the lead Platypus fighter Q'azy Q'ball and approaches Platypus
Eyes and the humans.

PLATYPUS EYES (CONT'D)
Meet our main fighter pilot, Captain
Q'yana.

Geli and Captain Q'yana look each other over, except one
being a human and the other a Platy Pussion, they see the
mirror image of each other.

GELI
(dumbfounded)

This is downright freak time.

Q'YANA
Freak time?
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GELI
Radical, amazing, hypnotic,
transfixed. You know? Freak show
time. Just weird. 

Q'YANA
Yes, I see picture of you on monitor.
Hard to believe eyes, yet there you
are.

Q'yana releases a RESONATING WHISTLING SOUND to an overhead
monitor flashing a small silver object in the likeness of
Ark*Star's craft.

PLATYPUS EYES
See asteroid headed directly at the
carnivore mother ship!

BETAHUR
Stop cannon fire!

Geli steps up to the monitor, and it comes into closer focus.

GELI
That's no asteroid. That's …

EXT./INT. MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - SEMI-LIGHT

The Odyssey rapidly approaches the Armageddon.

GELI (V.O.)
The Odyssey. Oh my God! Beriolo and
Nanalla will be chopped hamburger!
SHOOT THE CARNIVORES AGAIN!

INT. COMM CENTER - ODYSSEY - LIGHT

In the command center, Nanalla and Beriolo observe the
Dinohoids place the massive metallic net around Odyssey.

PLATYPUS EYES (V.O.)
Not without destroying all life forms
on human ship!

Through the monitor, Bariolo and Nanalla appear distortedly
stressed out.

BERIOLO
Odyssey, what can be done?

HOMER
Nothing! We are completely out of
Earthonium!
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INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher groggily snaps awake and savors licking his
drooling chops.

SUPREME SLASHER
(dream like state)

Do I dream? Second human spacecraft
filled full of red meat goodies!
Today be delicious red meat day!

In the Armageddon Command Center, Razor Tooth-ils and his
second in command Razor Smirk-igs kneel before Supreme
Slasher.

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Commodore Razor Tooth-ils and Razor
Smirk-igs, do you not like the sweet
taste of human red meat? Why you
release my man and woman breeding
stock?

Supreme Slasher leans over and coughs up a wad of gelatin
like substance than hacks it out on Razor Smirk-igs. 

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
I, Supreme Slasher, forever destroy
all enemies, foreign and domestic! 

Supreme Slasher snaps his fingertips creating a stream of
fire that ignites the Dinohoid into a massive ball of fire. 

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Now commodore to what degree would
Razor Tooth-ils like to be barbecued?

Supreme Slasher regurgitates a fiery brew over Razor Tooth-
ils, and DINO SPACE CADET #1 clears his throat. 

DINO SPACE CADET #1
Supreme Slasher, demigod of all gods,
this day be lucky day. You are
correct. Another human spacecraft
floats in our direction.

Supreme Slasher's eyes quickly zero in on Dino Space Cadet
#1 and releases a vicious snarl. The monitor flashes the
signal: ALIEN CRAFT! HUMAN IN ORIGIN!

SUPREME SLASHER
(turns head 180°)

Human spacecraft returns?

DINO SPACE CADET #1
No, our most beloved Slasher, a man
and a woman on a second ship.
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Supreme Slasher looks down on Razor Tooth-ils spits his
slobbery brew on Dino Space Cadet #1 and ignites him.

SUPREME SLASHER
Commodore Razor Tooth-ils, you
obviously have one more chance.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(gulps down words)

I believe this new spaceship houses
hundreds of humans waiting to be
woken up, and other red meat life
forms ready to be brought back to
life.

Supreme Slasher looks down on Razor Tooth-ils with a lone
DRUM increasing in SPEED and INTENSITY.

SUPREME SLASHER
Commodore must live to retrieve red
meat, RHAR! RHARR! RHARRRRRRRRRRR! 

EXT. - MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT

With the DRUMMING INTENSIFYING, Odyssey gently floats into
the Magenta Solar System. 

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star, certainly something must
be done.

From the Armageddon, a gravity force beam forces Odyssey
into its cargo bay.

INT. ODYSSEY - DAY 

In a flurry of frenzied activity, Nanalla and Beriolo prep
the ship for a Dinohoid assault. 

NANALLA
Homer! What's the threat here?

HOMER
Savage race of meat eaters!

BERIOLO
Get us out of here!

HOMER
They've destabilized our gravity
field and pulling us into a holding
bay!

NANALLA
THEN BREAK FREE!
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HOMER
Working on it! Strap in!

Homer shifts Odyssey into the star ship's anti-gravity mode
and rips the craft right through the side of the Armageddon's 
sucking out debris and dozens of Dinohoids into inner-space.

From the safety of an enclosed glass overlook Supreme Slasher
snarls his teeth with drool oozing from his mouth.

Several thousand meters from the battle ship Armageddon,
Odyssey comes to a complete stop, and Dinohoid war ships
surround the spacecraft. 

INT. COMM CENTER - ODYSSEY - LIGHT

BERIOLO
Homer, get us out of here!

HOMER
We just depleted our Earthonium fuel.
We're at their mercy.

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

SUPREME SLASHER
(holds up index claw)

Fire neurogenic stun weapon!

EXT. MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - LIGHT - CONTINUOUS

Supreme Slasher's voice rings out across the entire Dinohoid
fleet, and wave-pulses emanate from the Dinohoid's spaceships
immediately impact against Odyssey.

EXT./INT. ODYSSEY - MOMENTS LATER

From the outside to the inside of Odyssey, the s glows red
hot.

NANALLA (V.O.)
Homer, what weapon is directed at
us?

Nanalla and Beriolo appear nauseated.

HOMER
Neurogenic stun weapon. Oh no …

Nanalla and Beriolo collapse on the deck of Odyssey's command
center, than Homer's holographic image de-stabilizes, shorts
out, and dissipates.

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

In the hanger of the Armageddon, Dinohoid Storm Troopers
blowtorch a hole into the side of Odyssey. 
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As a small section of the Earth ship falls with a clank onto
the hanger, Supreme Slasher flashes a Razor Tooth smile. 

Supreme Slasher steps into Odyssey's command center, marches
into the Command Center, and looks down on an unconscious
Nanalla and Beriolo.

DINO SPACE CADET #2
HUMMMM! New race of Humanoids! More
meat on bones! Demigod of all gods,
plenty of seconds go all around?

SUPREME SLASHER
Remember cousin Dino Space Cadet #1?
Touch my prize humans I barbecue you
into carbon!

Supreme Slasher bends down to Nanalla as she struggles to
regain consciousness. 

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Move all human cargo down to planet
lab!

Nanalla looks into the Razor Tooth's evil magenta eyes and
razor sharp teeth, and she releases a PRIMORDIAL SCREAM
echoing throughout the Magenta Solar System.

INT. TURQUOISE SPACE CITY - LIGHT

Through a monitor Geli sees Supreme Slasher slobbering his
razor tooth fangs over Nanalla and Beriolo. 

Geli's body shakes in fear of her friends impending doom.

GELI
What the hell! We launch immediate
rescue mission. NOW!

BETAHUR
Not go fast. You friends not eaten
right off. Intel must be smart.

RONY
You said your stun wave pulse cannon
knocks out carnivores for a period
of time? So can we develop a plan
around that?

Q'yana sets up to Rony and sniffs his blond hair.

Q'YANA
I believe you and I carry forth plan.
But does not Rony looks similar to
some Magenta Planet Warm Bloods? 
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GELI
You're saying humans exist on the
carnivore's planet?

Betahur shines a beam of light from a flashlight-like-devise
that brings up a holographic image of the Magenta Planet. 

BETAHUR
Look here. Two critical elements you
need to understand before you humans
invade Magenta Planet.

EXT. MAGENTA PLANET - DAY

Betahur's holograph displays the terrain of the Magenta Planet
of Razor Tooth Dinohoids aggressively herding Prehistoric
looking Humanoids into a holding pen.

MAGENTA PLANET

BETAHUR (V.O.)
Through history of Dinohoid Magenta
Planet Razor Tooth breed, raise,
cultivate, herd, process, devour,
and savor red meat, but their
Humanoids be very, very primitive.

RAZOR TEETH AND THE HUMANOID HOME PLANET

Squads of Dinohoids herd massive groups of primitive short
stature Humanoids into holding pens.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Primitive Humanoids mostly lived in
jungle and forest trees in Magenta
Planet.

Dinohoids shoot massive nets from cannons into the trees
trapping large groups of screaming Humanoids.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Similar Humanoids once roam wild
among the plains and steppes of the
great Magenta Planet.

Dinohoids shoot tranquilizer darts through the air that arc
through the air and impale into a herd of fleeing Humanoids.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Dinohoids use cannons, guns, and
tranquilizer darts to guide Humanoids
into slaughter pens.

As the Humanoids flee for their lives Dinohoid and cattle-
prodded into holding pens, placed in wooden train carts, and
railroaded toward a processing plant.
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BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Within last century Dinohoid deplete
resources with Carnivores' insatiable
appetite for Humanoid flesh.

Massively large fishing boats string out miles of nets.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
In oceans another aquatic breed of
Humanoid existed, like a warm-blooded
sea creature with fins and gills
called mermaids and mermen, but
Carnivores harvested them into
extinction.

The jungles, the forest, the plains, and the oceans remain
absent of Humanoid life forms.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Predators drive Humanoids toward
extinction. Population now less than
a few hundred, where warm bloods use
to be tens of millions. Dinohoids
now house Humanoids in laboratory on
Magenta planet.

A firing squad of Military Dinohoids gun down a row of ragged
Razor Tooth Dinohoids against a stonewall. 

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Instant death awaits those illegally
hunt down a Humanoid. Aggressive
breeding program struggles to bring
back the Warm Bloods for consumption
by Razor Tooths. Your mates I fear
will not fair well.

Sad faces of Humanoids appear in a laboratory setting.

BETAHUR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
The Humanoids become purely breeding
stock in Dinohoid lab. None grow old
there they just be … eventually eaten.
And this lab on Magenta Planet holds
your friends.

INT. MAGENTA PLANET DINOHOID EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY - LIGHT

In a massive experimental facility on the Magenta Home Planet,
Nanalla struggles to regain consciousness.

MAGENTA PLANET

Nanalla opens her lids looking directly into Razor Tooth-
ils' magenta eyes and releases a MUTED VEILED SCREAM!

Dinohoid EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY
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NANALLA
(desperately)

W … wh … who are you?
(screaming)

WHERE AM I?

Through blurred vision, Nanalla barely makes out Beriolo
strapped down laying next to her.

NANALLA (CONT'D)
BERRY … H… HEL … HELP US! HELP US!

(echoes out)

Headed by DINO MED TECH, several Dinohoids in white smocks
surround Beriolo and Nanalla who are laid out on stainless
steel surgical tables in a massive laboratory. 

SUPREME SLASHER
When you start harvest all male
reproductive cells.

DINO MED TECH
Demigod of all gods, yes very
productive, these new Humanoids create
many offspring.

Supreme Slasher turns to Nanalla.

SUPREME SLASHER
Harvest every egg from large Humanoid
reproductive systems!

DINO MED TECH
Female slower to reproduce but strong
genetics boost Magenta Humanoid
population big time. We 100 times
produce our production with human
biological replicas called clones.

Nanalla regains full consciousness to see Supreme Slasher
step up to her and release a hideous HIZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZZ.

INT. TURQUOISE SPACE CITY - LIGHT

Geli's face droops into sadness.

GELI
To free Berry and Nanalla this becomes
more than a rescue mission. This
becomes a crusade to save what's
left of humanity in this new universe.

(turns to Rony & Q'yana)
So how do we save the day?

Betahur stands before Geli, Rony, and Q'yana.
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Q'YANA
Our Cave Of Perpetual Insanity is a
conduit to the Magenta Planet.

RONY
The Cave Of Perpetual Insanity? I
don't think I like the sound of that.

EXT. TURQUOISE PLANET - DAY

In a dense emerald green forest deep within the Turquoise
Planet, Q'yana leads Geli and Rony toward a series of cave
openings.

TURQUOISE PLANET

Geli and Q'yana walk close by, and Rony lags a short distance
behind them briefly pausing to study the fauna and flora.

NORTH-NORTHWEST CONTINENT

Q'YANA
Why you come to this solar system? 

Geli looks into Q'yana's brown eyes.

GELI 
Ark*Star needs anti-matter or what
we call Earthonium. The larger reason
is every genetic code of every living
species from our home planet has
been biologically preserved to start
a new viable Earth. Our purpose is
to preserve that life.

Q'yana flicks her head toward the caves and guides them in
that direction.

Q'YANA
And absolute zero sleep allows you
to travel great distances across the
universe, reawaken centuries later,
and continue your journey? 

GELI
Yes, Ark*Star suspends us in a bio
life form in a space-time continuum
sequence.

Q'YANA
Remarkable.

Q'yana points to a passage way into the cave with Rony
catching up to them.
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Q'YANA (CONT'D)
Only one way down, but cave opening
can never be your the way out. 

RONY
And PinkCanela can fuel Ark*Star?

Q'YANA
Yes, PinkCanela is Earthonium, and
the only known source of an anti-
matter is on the Dinohoid Planet. 

RONY
Great.

Geli and Rony study the opening of the cave pulsing with
high-energy waves.

Q'YANA
Cave of Perpetual Insanity is conduit
where Geli finds PinkCanela. Two bad
things can happen: you can lose your
mind and never find yourself, or
Geli goes permanently blind and never
finds her way out.

Rony negatively shakes his head.

RONY
I there anything good?

Q'YANA
Yes of course. If Geli comes out on
the other side, she enlightens for
all time. She perhaps may solve
unanswerable mysteries and problems
of the universe.

RONY
And only Geli goes in?

Q'YANA
If we all go in, we all die. 

(to Geli)
Rony and I wait for you.

Q'yana hands Geli a golden pill.

Q'YANA (CONT'D)
Right before you think you may die,
take this golden pill.

Geli looks down at the golden pill in her hand

GELI
So this will end my life?
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Q'YANA
No, remember golden pill only solution
of last resort.

INT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - DARK WITH RAYS OF LIGHT

Geli steps up to the opening of the Cave of Perpetual Insanity
that starts to pull her into its interior. 

CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY

GELI (V.O.)
Q'yana, I feel strange like my guts
are being sucked inside out …

Rony starts to move toward Geli, and Q'yana grabs his arm
negatively shaking her head.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Cave behaves like strong narcotic.
The cave makes almost everyone
hallucinate into permanent insanity,
but Geli possesses a strong mind.

Suddenly, CHIME WINDS, surrounding Geli, become prevalent.

GELI (V.O.)
How I got Ark*Star, and my cargo out
of the first world was by thinking
through than beyond the fourth
dimension of space-time. 

Geli shines her wrist light into the center of the Cave of
Perpetual Insanity.

RONY (V.O.)
That process is called Speed Of
Thought.

As the largest cavern draws Geli into its opening, her wrist
light grows dim than completely fades out. 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Speed Of Thought? Interesting. Geli
uses her mind to escape complete
annihilation, perhaps valuable within
the Cave of Perpetual Insanity.

Geli ascends deeper-and-deeper into the cave. Then she starts
walking askewed across its wall.

EXT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - LIGHT

Q'yana and Rony sit cross legged across from each other.
Holding hands, they start to float several feet off of the
ground.
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RONY (V.O.)
Radical. How is this possible?

Q'yana and Rony's hands slowly separate with both pointing
their digits toward the open turquoise sky.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Continue power of positive thinking.
Conversely, negative cognition leads
to death sentence for Geli.

RONY (V.O.)
Okay, I'm thinking how much I love
her.

INT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - DARK WITH RAYS OF LIGHT

Spiraling a 360-degrees excursion, Geli descends into the
cave, which places her in a large cavernous room.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Soon, Geli must imagine her way out
of her personal prison.

Geli's face appears to elongate before the vortex.

GELI (V.O.)
(agonizingly)

What forces crushes my inner core?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
That would be a mini black hole the
seize of a pin. Causing that vortex
is PinkCanela.

Geli's eyes highlight the vortex that explodes the colors of
the rainbow.

GELI (V.O.)
PinkCanela! Right! So this Pin Black
Hole can crush me in an instant? Is
this a conspiracy to get rid of this
humans?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Not unless you rewrite the rules.

On the cavern wall, Geli looks up to see hematite [blood
red] pictographs of Dinohoid chasing down, attacking, and
devouring lesser dinosaurs, Platy Pussions, and pigmy like
Humanoids.

GELI (V.O.)
Dinohoids use to live on this planet?
And those carnivores ate the human
meat present here?
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Into Geli's vision, the pictographs appear to become alive,
especially with the Dinohoids hunting down Platypuses,
Humanoids, and other species of smaller Razor Teeth.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Smaller Razor Teeth? With their
voracious appetites, the Razor Teeth
ate each other until they threaten
their own extinction.

The Dinohoid pictographs become even more aggressive in
ripping into the Humanoids and the smaller Razor Teeth.

GELI (V.O.)
Cannibalism! And there was a Humanoid
population on this planet?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Turquoise Planet is where Platy
Pussions, Dinohoids, and Humanoids
originated.

The Dinohoid pictograph, similar to the Supreme Slasher
corners the largest pigmy Humanoid to a Platypus.

GELI (V.O.)
Q'yana, be straight with me.
Platypuses were not originally the
friend to the primitive men and women.
Were they?

Geli's face tightens to the pictographs appearing more-and-
more lifelike.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Geli, you must display absolute and
unequaled concentration.

Humanoids MOAN than SCREAM attempting to escape the Razor
Tooths slaughter with their torture becoming louder and then
louder again.

GELI
(near agony)

SOUNDS ARE HORRIFIC!

Q'YANA
(echoes back through)

Yes, fear of the hunted, agony of
ripping flesh, and cry of the dead!
CONCENTRATE!

The terrified pigmy man, HOID, leaps out of the pictograph
and runs up to Geli, guttering forth …
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HOID
(echoes forth)

RRRR-AAAZZZZ! RINNAN! RINNAN! [SAVE
YOURSELF! RUN! RUN!]

Hoid then bolts off toward the center of the cave with Q'yana
eyes opening wider-and-wider.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(echoes back through)

Now Geli! Run! Run! Run! Run for
your life!

Geli hustles behind Hoid to the entire cave's pictograph
community coming alive. 

GELI (V.O.)
(echoes forth)

Is there no escape?

Dozens of Humanoids leap out of the rocks closely followed
by Razor Teeth snatching them one by one.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Yes, but you will not like the
solution!

Geli's face begins to perspire.

GELI (V.O.)
Anything!

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Pin black hole, only way out!

As Geli ascends deeper into the cavern, she barely
outdistances Razor Teeth's jaws.

GELI
(cont. to echo forth)

So I die either way … way … way!

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(calmly)

Think not in terms of dying; think
of being reborn.

WIND CHIMES increasingly blast from the rear of the cave.

FLASH BACK:

Q'yana places the golden pill in Geli's hands.

Q'YANA (V.O.) (CONT'D)
A moment before you die let your
mind go void of all human weakness.
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EXT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - LIGHT

Q'yana and Rony still float in the air with their knees
crossed.

RONY (V.O.)
Geli, did I ever tell you?

Geli's face DOUBLE EXPOSES over Rony's face.

GELI (V.O.)
Tell me what?

A smile crosses Rony's face.

RONY (V.O.)
That I love you.

GELI (V.O.)
I love you too Rony.

RONY (V.O.)
But not just as friendship?

GELI (V.O.)
Friends are just one step below …

SERIES OF QUICK CUTS:

Next to a mountain lake, Geli and Rony make mad passionate
hot steaming love.

On her pregnant lap, Geli pets Daphney while lean against
Rony.

Rony assists Geli in giving birth to their son, JERICO.

In Ark*Star's nursery Rony plays with the toddler, Jerico,
with Geli next to them sitting in a rocking chair nursing
her newborn daughter, ABIGAIL.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And can any of that happen?

QUICK INTENSE FLASH CUTS:

INT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - DARK WITH RAYS OF LIGHT

Geli slides right up to the lip of the bottomless pit, and
the vicious winds pull Razor Teeth and Pigmy-hoids into its
relentless vortex.

GELI (V.O.)
Grand Master, help me! How do I escape
the perpetual insanity cave of
madness?
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Geli perilously teeters on the edge of the vortex, and she
peers down to see everything, even light disappearing into
the Pin Black Hole. 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Only way out be drawn into its vortex?
It pulls you to the other side where
you be reborn.

Then the largest, ugliest, meanest, Razor Tooth-ils screeches
to a halt and ROARS at Geli.

GELI
(elongated voice)

Do you not understand? 

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(also elongated voice)

Everyone must understand I be
Commodore of all Dinohoids. This
gives me more right to be hungry for
human meat! But pathetic human, you
no be much of a meal!

GELI
(elongated voice)

Soon you will devour all your
resources, and that dooms your species
to death!

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(again elongated voice)

Care not!

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(again calmly)

Geli take the golden pill now!

Precisely as Razor Tooth-ils leans over to rip into Geli,
she swallows the golden pill. The Pin Black Hole sucks in
the Dinohoid along with the Earthling. 

GELI
OH NOOOOOOOOOOoooooooooooooooo!

Space-time drastically slows down Geli.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Geli, your time slows down. Space-
time almost stops. Now be best moment
to calm yourself.

Razor Tooth-ils strings-out into the Pin Black Hole and
disappears, and then Geli imprints as a one-dimensional
hematite pictograph onto its entry surface.
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Q'YANA (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Now you can exist almost throughout
eternity here.

GELI (V.O.)
Or until the energy of the black
hole subsides?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
About four billion years.

GELI (V.O.)
Q'yana, I'm not really happy about
this because I want to have my
children.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Yes, your children not born yet.

Geli remains as a one-dimensional figure on the face of the
Pin Black Hole with more Razor Tooths and Humanoids stringing
out into its vortex and disappear.

GELI (V.O.)
They all seem in such a hurry to be
strung out! Wait a steamer ship?

Unexpectedly, other objects like a STEAMER SHIP strip-out
into the Pin Black Hole than disappears.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Enemy's minds not be strong. Geli
must think her way out of this.

Into the Pin Black Hole, a SKYSCRAPER strings-out …

GELI (V.O.)
A skyscraper? Really? Think my way
out of this to where? And I didn't
realize your solution was to get me
stuck on the face of a Black Hole?
Is this your plan so you can have
Rony for yourself?

Into the Pin Black Hole, an enormous scary PURE WHITE
ABOMINABLE POLARHOID strings-out …

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
What the heck is that?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
How exciting, you saw a pure white
Abominable Polarhoid? Very rare. He
be a future ally.

Into the Pin Black Hole, a massive WHALE strings-out …
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GELI (V.O.)
And a whale? What's an Earth whale
doing in here?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Geli must have the strength of mind.
Envision her as before. Reappear as
your three-dimensional whole self. 

Into the Pin Black Hole, an AIRCRAFT CARRIER strings-out …

GELI (V.O.)
(matter of fact)

Sure! Why not? My old three-
dimensional self! There goes a 21st
century aircraft carrier!

Into the Pin Black Hole, a massive seize ASTEROID strings-
out and disappears.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
A massive seize asteroid killed off
the dinosaurs on my Planet Earth
some 65-million years ago!

Q'YANA (V.O.)
I doubt if we have such good fortune
against the razor teeth!

Finally, the Pin Black Hole draws in a LARGE KITCHEN SINK,
stringing it out and disappears into the Pin Black Hole. 

GELI (V.O.)
Well there goes the kitchen sink! I
guess it's time to say adios to this
little Pin Black Hole party! 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(calm)

And now it is Geli's turn. Feel
gravity not draw you in but draw you
through – through to other side. But
to escape visualize a meadow besides
a golden lake. 

GELI (V.O.)
(completely calm)

Yes, yes, yes I see it. I'm ready.

Geli's one-dimensional figures vanishes than reappears SLIP
STREAMING through a wormhole conduit.

EXT. MEADOW SIDE LAKE - DAY 

Geli's essence jets through the ground and then reforms into
her three-dimensional human self sitting cross legged hovering
next to a beautiful meadow side lake. 
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She radiates a translucent golden pulse surrounding her frame.

RONY (V.O.)
Geli, you okay?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
You mental the golden translucent
cognition. 

GELI (V.O.)
(voice slightly altered)

So you guys telegraph into my head?
The whole experience, mesmerizing.
I'm hovering like a helo-drone next
to a beautiful lake. Where am I? 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
You materialized on Magenta Planet.

Geli cautiously peers across the lake, which shimmers in
brilliant golden to red luminescence.

EXT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - LIGHT

At the lip of the cave Q'yana and Rony continue to float
back-and-forth as if in a transcendental state.

RONY (V.O.)
Geli, I'm concerned because I know
not where you are.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
But we three be psychically connected.

GELI (V.O.)
(hint of jealousy)

Q'yana, do you want Rony for yourself?

From the light of the cave, Q'yana's face looks even more
like Geli.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Well, I am your 2nd Big Bang Platy
Pussion double.

EXT. MEADOW SIDE LAKE - DAY 

Geli looks off toward the edge of the lake line to see
rustling of the bushes and tree leaves that grows more
distinct and more prominent.

GELI (V.O.)
So your ancestors relocated both the
Razor Teeth and Humanoids to this
Magenta planet? So on this planet
the carnivores would not be a threat
to Platypuses? 
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In the far bushes Geli sees the distinct shapes of Dinohoids
approaching her position.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And the meat eaters would enjoy the
plentiful rich food source of
Humanoids? Now your species enjoys
peace for what …

From the tree line several hundred Dinohoid soldiers step
from the edge of the and face Geli.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
432 generations. Now, Geli knows our
Platypus moral dilemma.

The Dinohoid quick soldiers march directly to Geli.

GELI (V.O.)
Moral dilemma? Shame on you Platy
Pussions! You are responsible for
the genocide of Humanoid men, women,
and children.

The Carnivore Army starts to encircle Geli.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Two hundred savage horrify Dinohoids
descend upon you now.

GELI (V.O.)
Is it time to panic?

RONY (V.O.)
GELI, HELL YES IT'S TIME TO PANIC!

INT. ARMAGEDDON - DINOHOID MAGENTA COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

Through the monitor Razor Tooth-ils observes the Dinohoid
Commander's helmet camera approaching Geli still hovering a
few feet off of the ground in the center of the lakeside
meadow.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(thru the radio)

Any carnivore rips her flash off you
die slow painful death. 

EXT. CAVE OF PERPETUAL INSANITY - LIGHT

Through a warped visual pulse, Q'yana and Rony observe Razor
Tooth-ils with the Dinohoids cautiously closing a tight circle
around Geli.

RONY (V.O.)
Geli defend yourself!
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The Dinohoids soon close in on Geli.

GELI (V.O.)
HOW?

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Answer lies outside of you and within
you!

EXT. MEADOW SIDE LAKE - DAY

At the far edge of the tree line, Dinohoid Commander motions
for the Dinohoid soldiers to close in on Geli whose body
continues to radiate a golden translucent pulse surrounding
her frame.

GELI (V.O.)
There right before me!

As the Dinohoid soldiers come to within a few feet, Geli
from within her flack-jacket produces an transparent container
that swirls with immense energy. 

RONY (V.O.)
(distorted)

Do something Geli! Do anything!

Geli continues to float a few feet above the ground, and the
Dinohoid soldiers stop dead in their tracks. 

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (V.O.)
Shoot her down now!

The Dinohoid soldiers RAISE their weapons against Geli. 

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Wait! Have spare time! Better to rip
flesh off her bones!

Geli raises her hand straight above her head with an immense
bright cyan object, while Rony's face tightens with extreme
tension.

RONY (V.O.)
Evangelica, life ceases to hold a
future if you do not come back to
me.

Dinohoid soldiers discharge their weapons the projectiles
stream out directly pulled into the bright cyan object held
high above in Geli's hand. 

GELI (V.O.)
(Almost crying)

Rony, no home longer exists for us.
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The Dinohoid soldiers and their weapons stream into Geli's
bright cyan object and disappear.

RONY (V.O.)
Daphney and mother Ark*Star are our
family. You must come back to us.

At the edge of the gravitational field, YOUNGEST Dinohoid
SOLDIER grabs onto a tree root while holding a spear in his
claws. 

Just before Geli's shoulder changes into a stream of
molecules, Youngest Dinohoid Soldier flings the spear nicking
her left deltoid. 

Geli's entire form strings out into molecules with the spear
embedding into Dinohoid Commander's chest knocking him several
feet backwards and embedding him into a tree collapsing him
completely limp. 

Geli morphs out into a molecular sting that shoots into the
outer atmosphere and disappears.

INT. ARMAGEDDON - DINOHOID MAGENTA COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

Except for the Youngest Dinohoid Soldier standing at the
edge of the tree line, Razor Tooth-ils sees an empty field
where the Dinohoid soldiers once stood.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Must get claws on that weapon!

Dino Space Cadet #2 appears standing before Razor Tooth-ils.

DINO SPACE CADET #2
Be suicide to capture Pin Black Hole
without anti-matter chamber
encapsulate it.  

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
I ask you?

DINO SPACE CADET #2
Be interested, I found Pin Black
Hole.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Where?

Dino Space Cadet #2 pulls up a 3-dimensional graphic of the
three suns and points out the Pin Black Hole captured between
them.

DINO SPACE CADET #2 (V.O.)
Here, caught between our three suns,
but impossible to retrieve.
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Razor Tooth-ils studies the graphic and then looks over to
Dino Space Cadet #2.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Dino Space Cadet #2, find way retrieve
black hole I elevate you second in
command.

INT. ARK*STAR'S ENGINE ROOM - LIGHT

Geli re-forms into her swirling iridescent force field
surrounding her frame in Ark*Star's engine room. 

ARK*STAR
Geli! Infuse Earthonium into my system
before you lose your force field, or
it will devour all of us!

With all of her strength, Geli takes the transparent container
swirling with immense intensity and pushes it into a
receptacle inlet into Ark*Star's engine room.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Now step back!

Ark*Star's inlet closes, while SIMULTANEOUSLY the force field
around Geli's body dissipates to noting leaving her a
shivering naked mass.

GELI
(desperately weak)

Their PinkCanela does nothing!

ARK*STAR
Patience Geli. Give it a moment.

GELI
I don't have a moment.

With bright lights, the star ship's entire systems snap to
life, and Ark*Star's hologram pulses forth into its original
self.

GELI (CONT'D)
(shakily wavering)

Ark, I … I … I feel … sick.

Geli's body wavers back-and-forth. 

Geli collapses, and Rony rushes into the engine room and
catches her just before her head impacts onto the engine
room floor. 

ARK*STAR
Quick, only way to survive. Get her
to absolute zero chamber.
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Rony lifts Geli into his arms, rushes past Q'yana and into
the Absolute Zero Sleep room. Looking down on her, he sees
she begins to grow a thick scaly skin over her face.

RONY
She's changing into a Dinohoid!

Rony places the morphing Geli to Dinohoid into an Absolute
Zero Sleep chamber that closes with a shroud of liquid
nitrogen film surrounding her body. 

Daphney loyally sits at the foot of Geli's chamber and
releases a soft whimper.

EXT. MEADOW SIDE LAKE - DAY

Razor Tooth-ils approaches Youngest Dinohoid Soldier where
Geli disappeared with the spear still embedding into Dinohoid
Commander's chest impaling him deeply into a tree.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Youngest Dinohoid soldier, why you
kill my commander?

YOUNGEST DINOHOID SOLDIER
(half smirks)

Sorry Commodore …

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
I no like Dinohoid Commander anyway.
Now award you spoils of first kill.

Youngest Dinohoid Soldier turns, glares forth his razor teeth,
and rushes toward the Dinohoid Commander.

DINO SPACE CADET #2
(thru hand held radio)

Commodore Razor Tooth-ils, our most
worshiped exalted Supreme Slasher
requires your presence at the Human
Reproduction Laboratory.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
(gulps down words)

I be sent for? That never turns out
healthy.

Razor Tooth-ils flicks his head at Youngest Dinohoid Soldier
finishing up the Dinohoid Commander.

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS (CONT'D)
Young'un finish meal later! We run
errand!
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INT. ABSOLUTE ZERO CHAMBER - SEMI-LIGHT

Looking down on Geli, Rony stands dispirited in the Absolute
ZERO Sleep Chamber.

Q'yana appears behind them.

Q'YANA
There may exist no antidote to reverse
Geli from turning into a Dinohoid,
but if one exists, it will only be
found on Magenta Planet. 

RONY
The Magenta Planet is so far, and
yet so close. It lays on the other
side of the pulsar. Through the entire
Dinohoid space fleet, and then another
slash tooth army ready to rip every
human to shreds. When do I leave?

Ark*Star appears above them and turns into a video screen
matching his explanation.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Not so fast Rony. There may be another
solution, right here right now. Before
Evangelica mutates into Dinohoid, I
can harvest a cell from Geli's ovary
to …

RONY
Clone an entirely new Geli.

From a single cell, a human embryo develops into Evangelica.

RONY (O.S.) (CONT'D)
It, or she, or that new being really
would not be Geli, but some copy of
Geli and may still have some reptilian
DNA. I'll never allow that.

Geli's body takes shape into her present self, same height,
weight, and physical features.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Could be partially true, but I would
implant all of Geli's intellect,
personality, and physical traits
from the mezzo-soprano of her voice
right down to her finger prints.
Even the original Geli could not
tell the difference.

Rony sits forward studying Geli's likeness within the video
of Ark*Star's hologram.
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RONY
(mischievously)

Say Ark-goddess, could you like tweak
her inner passion, lust, carnal
desires, you know those puppy love
sparkles to fall for me instead of
that hairy ape, Captain Beriolo? 

Ark*Star's video ends, and she looks incredulous at Rony.

ARK*STAR
Really Rony? It's not like we're
training Geli to sit up and fetch a
ball like Daphney.

Daphney raises her head and releases a sharp BARK!

RONY
We can't? Rats! Such high hopes. So,
is there a second alternative here?

Q'YANA
The spear that nicked on her arm
held a deadly poison. The antidote
can only be found on the Dinohoid's
Magenta Planet, and most likely only
from the tip of one of their spears.

RONY
You have the unfathomable power of a
Pin Black Hole to kick ass on the
entire Dinohoid race and just end
their little slash tooth culture. 

ARK*STAR
Yes, but I am sworn not to end life
much less genocide an entire species
— even a vicious alien race like the
Dinohoids.

Daphney growls forth YZZZZ-NOTSSSSSS to Ark*Star's hologram
turning an ominous dark tone.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Rony, we must always remember the
plight of Bariolo and … 

RONY
(slight attitude)

Nanalla? Of course! Listen Ark-
starlet, don't say I don't think of
her every moment. But where is she?

A sharp beep pulses forth on Q'yana's video watch.
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Q'YANA
We've found where the Dinohoids hold
Nanalla and Beriolo in bioengineering
facility. This be intercepted video
live feed.

Q'yana brings up a hand-held screen showing the Humanoid
Reproduction Laboratory with dozens of Pigmy humans securely
strapped to medical tables.

INT. MAGENTA HOME PLANET - LIGHT

Also strapped into a table, Nanalla and Beriolo appear to
lie in a near catatonic state.

Dinohoid MAGENTA HOME PLANET 

Nanalla's eyes flicker open portraying a desperation of sheer
hopelessness.

NANALLA
(desperately weak)

Please help … help me … please …

Beriolo and Nanalla remain enslaved to a multitude of various
machines.

HUMANOID REPRODUCTION LABORATORY

SUPREME SLASHER 
How far along Humanoid reproduction
experiment? Results less than you
advertise?

Senior Dino Med Tech nervously fumbles. He drops his metal
medical chart that Dino Space Cadet #2 picks up with Supreme
Slasher ominously standing in the background.

SENIOR DINO MED TECH
(fumbles words)

Azz uzz … honor greatest all time
Dinohoid genius. These mammals have
high degree of intelligence. It be
important breed humans offspring to
eat their flesh; so we get smarter.

SUPREME SLASHER
Why Humanoids get caught be smart?
Let me down, or you next meal! Mmmmm,
taste your raw flesh now!

With Youngest Dinohoid Soldier, Razor Tooth-ils cautiously
tip-claws into the room.
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SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Commodore Razor Tooth-ils, I hear
you lose a company of Dino Soldiers!
How you plan replace my soldiers?

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Most worshiped exulted demigod of
all demigods intercepts communiqués.
Believe enemy attack imminent in
quadrant.

SUPREME SLASHER
So destroy them!

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
They now possess a weapon to destroy
our space fleet in one moment of
omnipotent power.

SUPREME SLASHER
Omnipotent power? What type of weapon
could that be?

Dino Space Cadet #2 slightly clears his throat and then brings
up a holographic image of Ark*Star entering Magenta space.

DINO SPACE CADET #2
(stands in background)

Most exulted Supreme Slasher, weapon
be Pin Black Hole integrated into
Ark*Star. The human spaceship could
in the matter of moments destroy our
entire space fleet, but … 

Supreme Slasher looks over to Senior Dino Med Tech and serves
up a sardonic Slash Tooth smile.

SUPREME SLASHER
You and Razor Tooth-ils have found
this anti-weapon to combat them?

RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
A second pinhole caught between the
suns, but first some house cleaning. 

Razor Tooth-ils snaps his fingers and a dozen Dino Soldiers
enter the room pointing their weapons at Supreme Slasher.

SUPREME SLASHER
Razor Tooth-ils thinks he can
overthrow me? You no think I possess
counter plan?

Supreme Slasher then snaps his fingers to two-dozen Dino
Fighters entering the room pointing their weapons at Razor
Tooth-ils who snaps his fingers a second time to fifty Dino
Soldiers quick marching into the room. 
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RAZOR TOOTH-ILS
Is this what Earthlings call, Mexican
standoff?

Both side hold their breath for a BEAT, and then Senior Dino
Med Tech pulls Nanalla's metal table over onto them with a
massive METALLIC CLANG.

In an instant, the Dino Fighters and the Dino Soldiers MADLY
FIRE OFF their weapons against each other.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT - CONTINUOUS

In Ark*Star's command center through the large screen, the
Dino Fighters and the Dino Soldiers intensify their deadly
assault while Rony and Q'yana observe.

RONY
They're in full fledge meltdown civil
war!

Q'yana flaps her lips several times.

Q'YANA
(matter of fact)

Yes, Dinohoids always fight each
other. They highest rated watched
sport show on Turquoise Planet. Many
Platy Pussions place bets on who
wins. Rony, which side you see win?

Rony's face-hardens with stress.

RONY
Nanalla and Beriolo's caught up in
that …

HARD FLASH CUTS:

INT. DINOHOID EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY - LIGHT

From under the metal table Senior Dino Med Tech and Nanalla
witness rapid and multiple fire fights.

Razor Tooth-ils grabs Youngest Dinohoid Soldier and pulls
down another stainless steal table against a barrage of
bullets and spears lodging into metal tables and chairs.

The bullets and weapons directed against Supreme Slasher
melt into molten blobs right before impacting his body,
harmlessly falling at his feet.

The fire flashes of weapons highlight Nanalla's face.
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The entire facility drops into a BLACK LIGHT with massive
ammo rounds strobe lighting up the room.

SLOW DISSOLVE IN:

INT. ARK*STAR'S COMMUNICATIONS CENTER - LIGHT

Rony and Q'yana study the large screen of the firefight. 

RONY
Black-Ark-ops, can we pinpoint the
origin of this video feed?

ARK*STAR (O.S.)
Not exactly, and this is why?

The hologram Ark*Star appears and points to a fabric of space
waves emitting from a central point in the suns than FREEZE
FRAMES the image.

ARK*STAR (O.S.) (CONT'D)
See right there Rony. That's
Earthonium, or PinkCanela, or by its
true designate, a Pin Black Hole,
caught in the dimension of space-
time, right between the three stars.

Ark*Star enhances the virtual ghost image of the Pin Black
Hole.

RONY
Ark*Star, reverse the image to black
and white and magnify it a million
fold.

Ark*Star reverses the digital image of the Pin Black Hole to
reveal not one but two, where space wavers a pure white ghost
anomaly. Rony stands and studies the image.

RONY (CONT'D)
[CLOSE UP] Are my eyes playing tricks
on me? Two Pin Black Holes? How rare
is that?

ARK*STAR
For two pinholes to exist in the
same solar system is extremely rare.

The Pin Black Holes suspend between the three suns.

RONY (V.O.)
So those Pin Black Holes are consuming
matter from its host stars?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Yes, trapped between the three suns. 

(MORE)
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ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Now I surmise that Pin Black Holes
like these are of the building blocks
within this universe.

Whenever one of the stars passes nearby, the Pin Black Hole
anomaly draws matter from all three suns.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
From the hydrogen fuel of all three
suns, are these anomalies growing
larger?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Yes, their outer corona will expand
exponentially by the factor of one,
one thousandth of a fold every day.

In a fright Q'yana stands and squarely eyes Ark*Star. 

Q'YANA
Expanding to what?

The Pin Black Holes expand to the seize of the three suns.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Beyond the size of all three suns.

A graphic of Dwarf Danny uncontrollably swells in seize.

RONY (V.O.)
The Pin Black Holes will create a
vortex that sucks in everything around
them?

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
They become to such an enormity they
will explode into a super nova.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
And the radioactive shock wave? 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Will rip apart this solar system
plus kill all biological life forms
in a 200-year light radius.

Q'yana and Rony sit forward with a black expressions crossing
their faces.

Q'YANA
So how long before our big bang?

ARK*STAR
I calculate right at 2,222 years.
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RONY
We must notify the Platy Pussions
that they'll have time to evacuate
this solar system, but I think I
formulated a plan.

Ark*Star's expresses a worried face.

ARK*STAR
I think we've developed another
problem to resolve.

INT. ARMAGEDDON - DINOHOID MAGENTA COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher stands at the helm of the Armageddon command
spaceship with a long spear held upright sporting the severed
heads of Razor Tooth-ills, Youngest Dinohoid Soldier, and
Dino Space Cadet #2 on its tip.

SUPREME SLASHER
(peers down)

Dino Space Cadet #3, no let me down
like first two Dino Space Cadet
cousins. Find me a way to capture
that Pin Black Hole.

Dino Space Cadet #3 looks through the Armageddon's giant
view screen of the twin ternary stars of their solar system
and the highlighted Pin Black Hole.

DINO SPACE CADET #3 (O.S.)
I design anti-matter chamber in the
nose of our most skilled fighter
space jet.

Dino Space Cadet #3 grimaces, and he sees a Dinohoid space
fighter close in on the ternary suns.

SUPREME SLASHER
Good! Dino fighter go capture my
weapon of mass destruction …

(points to ternary
suns)

Into those three suns!

DINO SPACE CADET #3
Toward most magnificent suns? Looks
not dangerous, looks impossible.

Supreme Slasher licks his chops.

SUPREME SLASHER
Question command?

Dino Space Cadet #3's entire body trembles with fear.
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DINO SPACE CADET #3
Never …

SUPREME SLASHER
Good, suns blind advancing Platypus
armada of mass destruction! Me, 

(pounds fist to chest)
Take command fighter to Magenta!
Oversee my Humanoid food project!

INT. TURQUOISE COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

In the hanger bay, Q'yana walks around her space fighter,
Q'azy Q'ball, when Rony approaches her holding a rod in each
hand supporting two containers in a force field.

Q'YANA
Interesting. What Rony got there?

RONY
One's the ultimate weapon of mass
destruction, a pinhole vortex bomb.
The other is an anti-graviton pro
matter invertilator. 

Q'YANA
Anti-graviton pro matter invertilator?
Did not Ark*Star fries its anti-
gravity invertilator? The cold fusion
bomb will suck me into its whirlpool,
and I will perish along with the
rest of the Dinohoids.

RONY
Ark*Star-struct swears she fixed the
anomaly; so if deployed correctly
the pinhole sucks-in the entire
Dinohoid space fleet, and the
invertilator saves Q'yana's life.

Q'yana breaks out laughing.

Q'YANA
In those little containers, it be
the solution to take out the Dino
slash-teeth space fleet?

(laughter dies down)
Is there any sanity in this
catastrophe?

RONY
That's its beauty. It's totally
insane, and why it should totally
work against the slash teeth because
their entire race is build on genetic
insanity, moral instability, and
corrupt rationale.
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Q'yana hesitantly smiles and then in a nervous affirmation
briefly nods her head.

Q'YANA
All right, I'll do it.

FLASH CUT:

Rony instructs two Platy Pussion Engineers to cautiously
place the fusion bomb in a rocket missile in Q'azy Q'ball.

RONY (V.O.)
Yes, the fusion bomb will be detonated
from a conventional explosion jetted
in this missile.

FLASH CUT:

With the second canister, Rony placed that in the engine
section of Q'azy Q'ball.

RONY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
This anti-graviton devise will propel
you from all gravity sources including
from the Pin Black Hole vortex caught
between the ternary stars.

SECOND FLASH CUT:

Ark*Star's hologram hovers in front of Rony.

ARK*STAR
Our space-time continuum materializes
through both suns. This must be timed
down to the last micro-sub-par to
the millisecond of ten, which becomes
critical.

RONY
Sounds critical.

ARK*STAR
So we're not also atomized into
everything in this solar system.

Rony looks down at Daphney on his lap.

RONY
Daph-dog, do not worry about the
killer gamma radiation. Do not worry
about a fusion explosion. Do not
even worry about getting your atoms
stripped out to a single molecule in
a Pin Black Hole. But lets refuse to
look stupid with a bad suntan.
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With complete trust, Daphney looks up at Rony and releases a
little doggie whine.

RONY (CONT'D)
We're ready Q'yana, and be right
behind you.

THIRD FLASH CUT:

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Piloting Q'azy Q'ball, Q'yana pops into empty Magenta Space.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Looks like nobody's home. Wait …

At Once, Dinohoid space fighters swarm around Q'azy Q'ball.

RONY (V.O.)
Once you squeeze through the quasar
deadly beacon, the Dinohoid space
fleet will imagine you to be a joke.

From her cockpit, Q'yana observes, that from their cockpits,
the Dinohoids pilots break out in UNCONTROLLABLE LAUGHTER.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(incredulous)

Me? A joke? The Dinohoid space fleet
will laser my craft and atomize me
and Q'azy Q'ball, or worse if I get
captured.

Q'yana's face tightens in confronting the entire Dinohoid
fighter space fleet.

RONY (V.O.)
Don't be Duck L'Orange.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Duck L'Orange? What's L'Orange?

The massive Dinohoid armada continues to surround Q'yana.

RONY (V.O.)
Lets not think about them eating
you; so best not to get captured. 

A vortex opens up, and Ark*Star pops between Q'azy Q'ball
and the Dinohoid Space fighters.

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher froths forth.
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SUPREME SLASHER
Destroy human ship! But must preserve
human meat!

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Just as every Dinohoid space fighter discharges their lasers
at Ark*Star, its outer shell turns into a mirror, and the
Slash Tooth's weapons reflect off of its  sapping several
Dinohoid attacking ships.

From the Comm center, Supreme Slasher observes the Dinohoid
fleet fall victim to Ark*Star's reflecting the lasers back
and destroying the attacking ships.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM - LIGHT

In the Comm center, Daphney snuggles as tightly as she can
into Rony's lap, and he places on the Speed Of Thought helmet
over his head.

RONY
Radiating, poisoning, fracturing,
exploding, crushing to death long
before our rescue operation, or
stripped into single cell molecules. 

Fluids start rapidly flowing through Rony's Speed Of Thought
helmet, and he starts struggling to talk.

RONY (CONT'D)
(voice starts to crack)

Or we could suffer a bazillion fates
worse than instant annihilation.

Ark*Star displays Q'yana piloting Q'azy Q'ball with Dinohoid
fighters struggling to keep up with her.

RONY (CONT'D)
(voice cracks more)

But is imagining all of us surviving
this implosion positive enough?

The ternary system spews its hydrogen mass between the stars,
and the Dinohoid space fleet surrounds Q'yana's fighter.

RONY (CONT'D)
(voice almost fully
cracks)

Ark*Star, the theory and its
coordinates, NOW! 

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

An all out fight commences between Q'yana's fighter and the
attacking Dinohoid fighters with rockets and lasers darting
in and around the lone Q'azy Q'ball Platypus spaceship.
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ARK*STAR (V.O.)
The theory is at the precise moment
just a micro-micron to the tenth
power second, which is a very shot
time before Q'yana is forever sucked
into the Pin Black Hole … 

Q'yana dangerously approaches the ternary stars, which draws
in the Dinohoid main fleet extremely close.

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Toward the ternary stars, Ark*Star shoots past the inner
space melee, and the Dinohoid space fleet massively fire
their weapons at the Earth-ship.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
We change the vortex dynamic around
Q'yana and Q'azy Q'ball by Ark*Star
using its exceptional anti-gravity
properties.

INT. ARK*STAR'S COMM - SEMI-LIGHT

With the increasing din of lasers blasting off Ark*Star's ,
Rony continues to wear the Speed Of Thought helmet.

RONY
(shaking)

I can't hold us in this position
much longer.

Beads of perspiration run down Rony's forehead.

RONY (CONT'D)
(more shakily)

I'm losing it.

In the heat of the chaos, a rogue laser beam ZAPS through
Ark*Star's Comm right next to Rony's head with Daphney still
on his lap.

RONY (CONT'D)
(distorted)

Ark*Star!

Daphney's pretty doggie brown eyes widely open.

ARK*STAR
(blasts forth)

NOW RONY! NOW Q'YANA!

INT. Q'AZY Q'BALL COCKPIT - LIGHT

Rony saps Ark*Star from out of the encircled Dinohoid space
fleet, and Q'yana fires off her missile from the front of
Q'azy Q'ball.
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EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Right between the apexes of the three intertwined stars,
Q'yana's rocket, housing the Black pinhole, races toward the
Dinohoid space fleet. 

The single missile heads right to the center of the Dinohoid
Space fighters.

INT./EXT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

The Pin Black Hole jets past the Armageddon space fleet being
drawn into the gravity of the twin stars to the alarm of the
Supreme Slasher.

DINO SPACE CADET #3 (V.O.)
Dinohoid Armada hold fire!

In the command center Dino Space Cadet #3 lowers his arm
when he watches the Q'yana's missile zing pass them.

SUPREME SLASHER
!FIRE!

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Dino Space Cadet #3 presses a red button that shoot a pulse
beam intercepting the target. 

DINO SPACE CADET #3
No! Do not target! No good! 

At the point of the Dinohoid's reaching the Pin Black Hole
just between the ternary stars, a massive explosion
encompasses the Dinohoid Space Fleet immediately followed by
an all-encompassing implosion.

DINO SPACE CADET #3 (CONT'D)
Entire fleet! Hard about! Flee ternary
star system! Full throttle back!

The Pin Black Hole sucks in the Dinohoid space fighters.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Before Q'azy Q'ball becomes crushed,
we travel right through the ternary
stars creating our own singularity
horizon, and then we capture Q'yana. 

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher's eyes widen reflecting off the implosion of
the Pin Black Hole stripping out the Dinohoid space fighters.

SUPREME SLASHER
(to Cadet #3)

Get out of here now!
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Dino Space Cadet #3's face reveals the futility of the Pin
Black Hole gravity.

DINO SPACE CADET #3
Think too late.

SUPREME SLASHER
Not if we use Earth ship.

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Dino Space Cadet #3's eyes tightens, and the Pin Black Hole
forms its omnipresent vortex. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
We use the Pin Black Hole's vortex
to bend light. Then we access this
axis between the ternary stars
altering our space-time continuum.

Caught between the stars, huge amounts of helium wave clouds
suck into the Pin Black Hole's vortex.

INT. ARMAGEDDON COMMAND SPACESHIP - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher stands before the Odyssey, appearing
completely sealed shut.

SUPREME SLASHER
Odyssey, open doors. Let me in. 

HOMER
No.

SUPREME SLASHER
No? Contemplate on this.

Supreme Slasher brings up a video screen of Dino Med Tech
drooling over Nanalla.

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Dino med tech, you have my permission
to kill and eat the earth woman and
man if you do not see us within the
hour!

DINO MED TECH
(mouth starts to drool)

Really, my Supreme Slasher? Sounds
delicious to me.

Without warning, a portal in Odyssey's side opens up. 

SUPREME SLASHER
Smart move.
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HOMER
But I have no fuel source.

Behind Supreme Slasher, Dino Space Cadet #3 produces a
cylinder pulsing with light.

SUPREME SLASHER
No problem. We bring our own fuel.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Rony's face profusely perspires.

RONY (V.O.)
(degree of desperation)

Ark-Super-Star, how is it I can hear
your thoughts, and you can hear mine?

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Every Dinohoid ship blasts its engine full throttle pointed
away from the ternary stars in an attempt to escape the Pin
Black Hole's gravitational pull.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Rony, time to use your Speed Of
Thought.

With full engine throttle, the Dinohoid ships slip nearer to
the ternary stars.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
First, you will slip on the outer
side of the first largest sun. 

EXT. TERNARY STARS - LIGHT

Ark*Star swings around the far side of the ternary stars.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Now, concentrate on entering it. 

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

In Ark*Star's Comm, Rony tightly double straps himself and
Daphney into their seats.

RONY (V.O.)
(incredulous)

Entering a star! Really? That's got
to be the bonehead move of the year.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Now Rony! Nowwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww!

Ark*Star's voice echoes into into the void of space.
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ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
At the Event Horizon, right between
where the fission creates the fusion. 

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

Between the ternary stars, the Pin Black Hole ravenously
sucks in the center cluster of the Dinohoid space fleet. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
That's where we eliminate the Dinohoid
space fleet.

The Pin Black Hole starts stripping out the closest ships
into single molecule strands right between the ternary suns.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Rony's face pulses a pastel pink.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
By your Speed of Thought action, you
will create a ripple in the fabric
of the tenth dimension.

Rony's face glows a brighter pink.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Traveling from the tenth to the
eleventh dimension creates
time/spatial separation: one time
line in extreme slow motion and the
other time line faster than the speed
of light.

Geli appears as a double-image over Rony's pulsing face. 

RONY (V.O.)
The 11th dimension? Really
Ark*Starlet? So we arrive slower
than molasses early, but before the
romance ever begins — WHOOSH — gone
in the flash of a light beam.   

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Focus Rony …

EXT. TERNARY STARS - LIGHT

The Pin Black Hole strips out one Dinohoid spaceship after
the next with the entire fleet slipping into the vortex.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
See to cheat the Pin Black Hole; we
then achieve a rip in the fabric of
that eleventh dimension – the
dimension of super gravity.
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INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Rony's face increasingly turns ruby red.

RONY (V.O.)
Seems impossible.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Noting is impossible except … time
travel into the past.

EXT. TERNARY STARS - LIGHT

Ark*Star swings into the final elliptical phase of its descent
into the lateral equator of the largest ternary star.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Timing is critical. We must swing
through at the precise moment and
pluck out Q'yana right before she
becomes de-atomized.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

In the precise moment of entering the larger star's corona,
a bead of perspiration rolls down Rony's temple.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Rony, belief is everything.

EXT. TERNARY STARS - LIGHT

Rony's Speed Of Thought zips Ark*Star into the mass of the
largest ternary star.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(voice begins to
elongate out)

Ark*Star! Something's wrong with my
anti-gravity!

INT./EXT. Q'AZY Q'BALL - NEAR BLINDING LIGHT

With time slowing down to almost a standstill, Q'yana views
the rear of Q'azy Q'ball entering the Pin Black Hole.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
Ark*Star teleport me.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Sorry Q'yana, we don't do teleport.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
(cont. elongated voice)

WHAT? ALL RIGHT! NO TELEPORT!
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Q'azy Q'ball single engine blasts full force against the Pin
Black Hole's vortex. 

Q'YANA (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(elongated voice)

I will miss the Platy Pussions. 

From its rear, the Pin Black Hole strips out Q'azy Q'ball
into single molecules right before Q'yana's eyes.

Q'YANA (V.O.) (CONT'D)
(cont. elongated voice)

Great Grand Master now saves me for
greater purpose …

Pointed from the ternary stars and the ravenous pin black
hold, Q'yana full throttles Q'azy Q'ball for everything the
space fighter withstands.

RONY (V.O.)
Ark*Star, how can we rescue Q'yana?

In front of Q'azy Q'ball, a lone Dinohoid space fighter
struggles to break free of the Pin Black Hole's extreme
gravity.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
We don't teleport, but we do
transport. Rony surround than snag
Q'yana!

SEAMLESS TRANSITIONS TO:

EXT/INT. ARK*STAR &  ARK*STAR'S COMM CENTER - LIGHT

Just before the Pin Black Hole crushes Q'azy Q'ball, Ark*Star
passes into the vortex, surrounds Q'yana and places her on
Ark*Star's bridge. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Now the gravity of the second sun
propels us right through its core
mass … 

The Pin Black Hole ravenously sucks in Q'azy Q'ball and the
Dinohoid light space fighter and in a flash vaporizes them. 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
That was. How do you say? Totally
mesmerizing.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Everything took place in less than a
fraction of a second. Now Q'yana, we
exit out the backside of the suns
clear and free.
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In a microsecond, Ark*Star darts past the smaller ternary
star.

INT. DINOHOID SPACE FLEET - SEMI-LIGHT

Throughout the Dinohoid space fleet, multiple Dinohoid faces
flash forth to them …

FROTHING ABOUT!

HISSING! 

MASHING!

SCREAMING! 

SHRIEKING!

SLASHING! 

YELLING! 

SPEWING FORTH!

The Dinohoids struggle, and their bodies stretch out into a
string of one-molecule cells and disappear into the Pin Black
Hole.

SUPREME SLASHER
I thought only I, Greatest Supreme
Slasher, of all time enjoyed rights
to devour my Dinohoid subordinates!

With Odyssey in its cargo hold, the last Dinohoid spaceship,
the Armageddon, blasts rockets full on thrusting against the
gravity of the Pin Black Hole. 

DINO MED TECH
Almighty Great One! No Dino Space
Cadets left to devour!

The Armageddon looses its tug-of-war fight and slips back
into the dark vortex, but from its cargo bay shoots out the
Odyssey and rapidly out-passes the Dinohoid space fleet being
devoured in the Pin Black Hole of the ternary stars.

INT. DINOHOID EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY - LIGHT

Overlooking the Humanoid Food Project, Dino Med Tech clomps
up to Supreme Slasher in the Dinohoid Experimental
Laboratory's command center.

MAGENTA PLANET

SUPREME SLASHER
Be quick! Be brief! Be gone! Or stay
for supper.

(MORE)
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SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
(licks his chops)

DINO MED TECH
(gulps down his words)

Most rejoiced demigod of all time,
space buoy number six eyes this …

Dino Med Tech flips on a screen displaying an image of the
Pin Black Hole sucking in the rest of the Dinohoid space
fleet into the ternary stars.

EXT. MAGENTA INNER SPACE - LIGHT

The Pin Black Hole strips out the rest of the Dinohoid
spaceships and vanishes into the vortex.

DINO MED TECH (V.O.)
Most beloved Supreme Slasher. Nothing
left of esteemed space armada.

SUPREME SLASHER (V.O.)
Platy Pussions full of deceptions!
Refuse to believe no more space
armada.

Dino Space Cadet #3's face starts to become elongated.

DINO MED TECH  (V.O.)
Soon we lose battle over entire
Magenta Planet. Become slaves of
Platy Pussions. 

Exponentially faster and faster the Pin Black Hole, still
situated between the ternary stars, sucks in the remaining
Dinohoid spaceships, cruisers, fighters, and support vessels.

INT. MAGENTA PLANET DINOHOID EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY - LIGHT

Supreme Slasher looks like he wants to devour Dino Med Tech.

DINO MED TECH
WAIT! Possess important information
on one thirtieth of a frame we detect
this …

Between the ternary stars a fuzzy picture of Ark*Star darts
in front of the pin black hold and on a second picture heads
away from the suns.

SUPREME SLASHER
(with disgust)

ARK*STAR!

Dino Med Tech witnesses Supreme Slasher nervously pace back
and forth before the wide screen snow in the laboratory. 
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DINO MED TECH
Yes, Ark*Star! Full compliment of a
human race just waiting to be a
Supreme Slasher meal.

The leader flings open the door, rushes down the steps, and
appears next to Nanalla's gurney. 

SUPREME SLASHER
You and Platypus allies destroy my
space fleet. What keeps me from not
ripping into your flesh for lunch? 

Beriolo, next to Nanalla, protests out through his gag. The
lines around Nanalla's eyes tighten. She bends to one side
in her hospital bed with blood dripping from one corner of
her mouth. 

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
More of you come. Who you Humanoids
really be?

Supreme Slasher menacingly pulls down the restrain covering
Nanalla's mouth leaving. She grabs her stomach, peers directly
into her tormentor's magenta eyes, and weakly whispers. 

NANALLA
(hacks out)

I know who you be … a degenerate
toilet bowl slime sludge abomination.

SUPREME SLASHER
Not sure what that means, but …

(hideous laugh)
Super Hoid still remain my prisoner
to breed or eat as I see fit. My
property … my property … my …

(hissing fades out)

NANALLA
Eat us and you no longer learn the
secret to destroy your enemies. Not
your property for my name is Nanalla.

SUPREME SLASHER
Once become my property you enjoy no
more name! You do as I like.

Nanalla grabs her stomach, peers directly into her tormentor's
magenta eyes, and weakly replies.

NANALLA
Then why not take care of your
property and give us proper food?
Are these all the Humanoids left in
the world?
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Supreme Slasher leans back his head and FIERCELY LAUGHS
spitting up phlegm and flame.

SUPREME SLASHER
Yes, maybe fifteen breeding couples!
Snack on bones and flesh at will!

Supreme Slasher's mouth snarls forth. Then he starts to gnash
his sharp Dinohoid teeth.

NANALLA
Wait! Supreme Slasher — most noble
Slash Tooth — where do you think you
got the name Dinohoid from?

SUPREME SLASHER
Name since time creation!

NANALLA
But we Earthlings Transmitted our
language from the beginning of the
2nd Big Bang and your ancestors mush
have copied what we sent forth.

Through swollen eyes, a tear rolls down Nanalla's cheekbone.

NANALLA (CONT'D)
(under her breath)

You must now know the universe is
more vast than anyone can imagine,
and we Humanoids will find a way to
survive. You did not ask the correct
question from us?

SUPREME SLASHER
What question?

NANALLA
How to generate a de-graviton field?

SUPREME SLASHER
Graviton field. Yes, must learn de-
graviton field.

Unexpectedly, the entire building violently rocks to its
foundation, and the Supreme Slasher turns to Dino Med Tech
standing right behind him.

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Secure Humanoids! They try escape
eat them yourself!

Supreme Slasher rushes outside, and Dino Med Tech wryly smiles
and licks his chops at the restrained humans, Nanalla and
Beriolo. 
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EXT. MAGENTA CENTRAL CONTINENT - DAY

Supreme Slasher rushes outside of the laboratory to witness
tens of thousands of Dinohoid soldiers blasting away at
Ark*Star, bobbing and weaving to avoid weapons fire. 

SUPREME SLASHER
(thru radio)

Destroy Earth-ship, or death to us
all!

Hundreds of Dinohoid air fighters engage Platypus space
fighters over the Magenta skies followed by an all out ground
to air battle ensuing across the landscape. As the heavy
fighting rages onward Supreme Slasher rushes toward Odyssey
holding a transmitter in his claw.

INT. DINOHOID EXPERIMENTAL LABORATORY - LIGHT

As the fighting rages outside, Dino Med Tech approaches
Nanalla and threateningly gnarls flashing his teeth, and
unexpectedly with his sharp claws, he cuts her binds.

DINO MED TECH
Me hungry, but no eat you. Want learn
how to generate de-graviton field.
Must escape extreme insanity of
Supreme Slasher. Leave no trace
behind. Escape through basement door
then into Mountain of Eternal
Dementia.

NANALLA
Mountain of Eternal Dementia? 

Nanalla struggles to stand up with the aid of Dino Med Tech,
and he cuts Beriolo's bindings including his mouth tie on.

BERIOLO
That brand of madness sounds not
healthy.

DINO MED TECH
You think better to be eaten alive?

NANALLA
Release all of the Humanoids, or we
go nowhere!

DINO MED TECH
They kill me!

NANALLA
No! They simple minded! Be kind and
Humanoids see you protecting them!
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Dino Med Tech snarls once than presses a button releasing
all of the Humanoids' bindings. Then the entire Hoid residents
of about fifteen couples [30] file out follow the Slash Tooth,
Nanalla, and Beriolo down a back hall into a basement tunnel.

EXT. MAGENTA CENTRAL CONTINENT - DAY

An armada of Platypus large cruisers and battle air ships
explode several mustard looking smoke bombs over the Magenta
Central Continent.

INT. TURQUOISE COMMAND SHIP - LIGHT

From the command ship's communication's center, Betahur
oversees the mustard looking bombs deployment on the Magenta
Central Continent.

BETAHUR
Dinohoid sleep for days! Platy
Pussions get worst headache of life!

EXT. SUPREME SLASHER COMMAND FIGHTER - LIGHT -CONTINUOUS

Hustling up to the Odyssey, Supreme Slasher YELLS FORTH.

SUPREME SLASHER
NEVER BE DEFEATED! NEVER! I AM THE
GREAT SUPREME SLASHER! WATCH THIS!
ODYSSEY, OPEN UP OR WITH DEVISE …

(holds up transmitter)
I BLOW UP YOUR HUMANS!

The side portal on Odyssey seamlessly opens up.

INT. MOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL DEMENTIA - SUBDUED LIGHT

Dino Med Tech, Beriolo, Nanalla and several males force a
massive steel door closes behind them, and the entire Humanoid
populace flee into the opening entrance of the mountain.

ENTRANCE TO MOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL DEMENTIA

INT. ODYSSEY - LIGHT 

Supreme Slasher sits down in Odyssey's Comm center.

SUPREME SLASHER
Homer, take me to safest region on
Magenta Planet.

HOMER
That would be the South Pole
Continent.

SUPREME SLASHER
No not there.
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HOMER
Yet there is where I am taking you.

SUPREME SLASHER
Stop, or I kill your humans!

Supreme Slasher presses the button on the transmitter and
the entire Dinohoid Experimental Laboratory massively
explodes, vaporizing the facility into oblivion.

SUPREME SLASHER (CONT'D)
Homer, what you think of that?

HOMER
I still am taking you to the South
Pole Continent.

INT. MOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL DEMENTIA - SUBDUED LIGHT

Right on the inside of the massive steel door, its foundation
violently rocks from the explosion, knocking Nanalla, Beriolo,
Dino Med Tech, and the Hoids to the floor. 

With debris covering her frame, Nanalla looks up at Dino Med
Tech.

NANALLA
That can't be good cutting off our
escape route.

DINO MED TECH
No, no good to not get out of here.
Only way out go forward.

EXT./INT. MAGENTA PLANET - DAY

From Ark*Star's Comm, Rony and Q'yana stress out by the
laboratory's virtual destruction.

Individual Dinohoid fighters blast out against Platypus
fighters.

Ark*Star barely avoids Dinohoid fighter's laser blasts. 

In the Odyssey, Supreme Slasher gains altitude.

With Daphney in Rony's lap and Q'yana situated next to her,
he directs Ark*Star to pursue the Odyssey.

Over the Central Magenta Continent individual Dinohoid
fighters start collapsing from the mustard cloud.

As the smoke reaches the Meat Eater warplanes, the pilots
fall asleep and their crafts crash to the ground.
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INT. MAGENTA MOUNTAIN CAVE - DARK

In the Magenta Mountain Cave, Dino Med Tech leads the
Humanoids, Beriolo, and Nanalla toward a blinding light with
the sounds of RUSHING WIND CHIMES looming more intense.

MOUNTAIN OF ETERNAL DEMENTIA

[Human and Dinohoid voices gradually becomes distorted.]

NANALLA
(growing desperate)

Such blinding light! What is that
sound? What is this?

DINO MED TECH
Light and sound be source of Planet
Magenta Energy. Nothing like seen
before. Nothing like you ever see
again.

Beriolo steps up next to Nanalla and Dino Med Tech.

BERIOLO
It's a mini white hole. 

DINO MED TECH
Mini white hole? What be mini white
hole?

BERIOLO
A mini white hole is the opposite of
a black hole. Instead of sucking in
and stripping out every molecule, it
will push your image into any solid
matter as a one-dimensional figure. 

NANALLA
It will distort us like nothing we've
ever experienced before.

Nanalla's face begins to realize the stress force of the
Mini White Hole.

Elongated MOANING SOUNDS begin to PERMEATE the cave. 

EXT. MAGENTA PLANET - DAY

Scores upon scores of Scary Lizards randomly fire off their
cannon weapons at Ark*Star.

From above the Scary Lizards, a mustard appearing gas vapors
across the landscape.
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INT./EXT. SOUTHERN ICE CONTINENT - DAY

Between BLINDING HOT EXPLOSIONS of the COLOR SPECTRUM,
Ark*Star chases down Supreme Slasher in the Odyssey.

EXT. MAGENTA PLANET - DAY

With the mustard gas swirling through Magenta Planet's air,
the Scary Lizards one-by-one collapse to the ground.

Across the Dinohoid cities and hamlets, Platypus ground
troops, with gas masks on, land on Magenta planet to witness
the Scary Lizards withering into unconsciousness. 

INT./EXT. SOUTHERN ICE CONTINENT - DAY

Ark*Star's pursuit, of Odyssey, rages on past the Central
Continent, over an ocean, than to the Ice Southern Tip
continent.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
Homer, I think know why you brought
Odyssey here.

HOMER (V.O.)
We're close, just on the other side
of that mountain range.

On the other side of the mountain range, Odyssey lands with
Ark*Star right behind the spaceship. 

From, Supreme Slasher appears physically ejected out of
Odyssey and into a snow bank.

INT. ARK*STAR COMM CENTER - LIGHT

At Ark*Star's Comm center, Rony's face tightens.

RONY
Now Supreme Slasher is ours.

INT./EXT. SOUTHERN ICE CONTINENT - DAY

Ark*Star hovers right above the Supreme Slasher and lands
right next to him.

With laser rifles, Rony and Q'yana pursue Supreme Slasher
with Daphney trailing behind everyone.

Supreme Slasher darts behind an ice hang with Rony's shot
just missing him while blowing out a massive section of ice
crystals.

The Dinohoid checks his weapon that reads two death shots.
He takes aim at Rony, when he hears a LOW GUTTURAL GROWL.
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Daphney leaps through the air, forcing Supreme Slasher to
miss his kill shot. His eyes display fear with the Earth K-9
savagely ripping into him. 

Frightened out of his wits, Supreme Slasher flings his laser
rifle at Daphney that just misses her. He screams out, turns,
and runs right into Rony and Q'yana pointing their weapons
at the Dinohoid.

SUPREME SLASHER
Get away deadly K-9 Monster! Get
away! Away! Away! Away! Away! Away! 

(echo fades out)
A-wayyyyyyy …

Daphney waddles up to Rony and jumps up in one of his arms.

RONY
Just aren't you the tough Slash Tooth
Monster. You should be ashamed of
yourself. Bested by a little lap
dog.

Q'yana steps over Supreme Slasher.

Q'YANA
I live by a moral code to not kill
any living organism. I gift you your
life for what it will soon be worth.

Supreme Slasher snarls forth his words.

SUPREME SLASHER
Platypuses act like Earthlings!
Ultimate cowards!

Rony flashes a 9-inch Bowie before Supreme Slasher's face.

RONY
If I was not under Earth's code to
end a life, I would gut you; so ice
bacteria would have something to
snack on.

Supreme Slasher starts to draw a pistol from his waist
holster. He points his weapon at Rony, when UNEXPECTEDLY a
wave pulse flattens the large Dinohoid.

From the side of Ark*Star, Q'yana blows cold breath
condensation over the barrel of her ray pistol. 

RONY (CONT'D)
About time …

Holding Daphney, Rony step up to Supreme Slasher, to suddenly
hear a MASSIVELY LOUD ROAR, which vibrates the ice surrounding
them.
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RONY (CONT'D)
Time to exit this frozen jungle.
I'll fly the Odyssey out, and 
Ark*Star will take you back.

Q'YANA
Remember, spear tip holds secret to
save Geli's life.

Rony places two small circular disks on Supreme Slasher, one
on his feet and one on his scale back, and the ROARING grows
intense.

Q'YANA (CONT'D)
Make haste Rony.

With a devise, Rony points it at Supreme Slasher and turns
on the beam that directs at the two disks, securing an
electronic net around the Dinohoid, lifting him off the
ground. 

RONY
Slash Tooth smells like dead flesh. 

Effortlessly, Rony hustles the Dinohoid toward Odyssey, and
Q'yana full out runs to Ark*Star with the roaring growing
intense. 

Q'YANA
Something bad-nasty approaches …

As Rony pushes Slash Tooth toward the Odyssey, a large
gathering of half white / half black Penguin-hoids (half
penguin and half human) block their escape into Odyssey.

RONY
(nervous laughter)

You guys don't seem so scary.

The Penguin-hoid LEADER opens his beak and in a MASSIVE LARGE
ROAR, snarls forth at Rony and Supreme Slasher.

RONY (CONT'D)
And here I though you were cute.

As Q'yana starts to enter Ark*Star, she turns back to see
Rony and Supreme Slasher cut off by the Penguin-hoids. 

Q'YANA
RONY! GIVE THEM SLASH TOOTH AND GET
OUT OF THERE!

Rony backs up into the Odyssey's open as every Penguin-hoid
yells forth for Supreme Slasher.
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RONY
Okay, you don't want me to leave
without a little revenge of your
own. He's all yours.

Rony clicks off the devise that releases the electronic net
with Supreme Slasher crashing into the snow.

The Penguin-hoids savagely rip into Supreme Slasher with
blood and guts reddening the snow.

Four deep claw marks rip across Odyssey's exterior with Rony
and Daphney barely entering the portal that seals off.

The Penguin-hoid's MASSIVE ROAR RINGS throughout the ship.
Suddenly, Homer's holographic image appears in front of Rony.

RONY (CONT'D)
What's your name?

HOMER
Homer …

RONY
Homer, it's time to leave.

HOMER
I could not agree more.

While the Penguin-hoids dismember Supreme Slasher, Odyssey
and Ark*Star lift.

RONY
Q'yana, what are they?

Q'YANA
Abominable Penguin-hoids - half
penguin, half humanoid monster.

The Penguin-hoids waddle around Supreme Slasher with his
body parts flying in all directions.

RONY (V.O.)
That's a lot of aggression. Seems
like they don't like Supreme Slasher.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
For sport, Slash Tooths go on polar
safari hunts!

Only blood spots exist where the Penguin-hoids assailed
Supreme Slasher.

SLOW DISSOLVE TO:
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INT. ODYSSEY COMM CENTER - LIGHT

In Odyssey's Comm center, Daphney jumps into Rony's arms and
snuggles into his lap.

RONY
Hey my little K-9 hero, didn't know
you could be so ferocious.

DAPHNEY
Ruff … ron't gruffles.

RONY
Yeah, we don't like bullies either.
Homer, take us back to the Dinohoid
laboratory. Somehow, Nanalla and
Berry must have survived

HOMER
Yes Mr. Rony, but I detected that
the laboratory was completely
vaporized with no heartbeats present.

EXT. MAGENTA ISOLATED ISLAND - DAY

Large Platypus transports land on Magenta Isolated Island,
and the troops unload scores upon scores of unconscious
Dinohoids of all seizes and sexes onto the beaches.

MAGENTA ISOLATED ISLAND

With Q'yana at the helm, Ark*Star lands next to the
resettlement campaign and exits the spacecraft.

The deposited Dinohoids struggle for consciousness but cannot
quite regain their equilibrium. Betahur steps up to Q'yana.

BETAHUR
Q'yana, what did you do with our
most dreaded enemy, Supreme Slasher.

Q'YANA
Left him on the ice continent with
some Abominable folks.

BETAHUR
The Penguin-hoids can get downright
cranky.

The Platypus in their transports and Q'yana in Ark*Star pull
back to view how isolated Magenta Isolated Island lies away
from the rest of the main continent. 

Q'YANA (V.O.)
What will become of the Dinohoid
population?
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A Platypus transport ship gains altitude from Magenta Isolated
Island, the height reveal its fairly massive seize of 500
kilometers wide by a 1000 kilometers long but with no
archipelago neighbors in sight.

BETAHUR (V.O.)
Magenta Island is ten thousand
kilometers from any main continent
in the middle of a massive ocean.
Without assistance, Slash Teeth never
have the ability to leave island.

As two Dinohoid gain consciousness, the larger one viciously
slashes into the other one.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
So, you're not killing them directly,
but having them kill off each other.

BETAHUR (V.O.)
Dinohoids mark out their own destiny.

Q'YANA (V.O.)
I must go help my friends now.

EXT./INT. DINOHOID LABORATORY - CENTRAL CONTINENT - DAY

Rony, Q'yana, and Daphney stand before an empty vaporized
shell of the Dinohoid Experimental Laboratory.

RONY
Nothing is left of the facility. And
you say the entire Humanoid population 
also disappeared?

Q'YANA
Small pockets of Hoids can be found
throughout the entire Magenta Planet.

RONY
This is quite disturbing. How are we
going to help Geli?

Ark*Star appears to take a measurement of the mountain behind
the laboratory.

ARK*STAR
This mountain appears to take up
half of the continent.

RONY
So nothing exists in there, and the
mountain appears to be solid rock?

ARK*STAR
Yes …
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Daphney starts barking at the far side of the rubble. 

Q'YANA
Look over here. I think this must be
part of what use to be a massive
metal vault door.

Continuing to incessantly bark Daphney bounds up to the nearly
destroyed metal vault door, than looks where the opening use
to exist. 

NANALLA & BERIOLO (O.S.)
(soft and echo like)

Here. We're here. Here in the rock!
The rock in front of you, in front
of you. Look here, look here, look …

(voice fades off)

Sunlight masks Nanalla and Beriolo's one-dimensional stick
figures.

RONY
Do you hear that? It's gone now.
This massive metal door must have
led to some passageway, somewhere?

Ark*Star continues with her measurements.

ARK*STAR
The mountain is comprises of solid
granite – no tunnels, no caverns, no
escape route, nowhere to go, nowhere
to run, nothing.

Inside the mountain, Nanalla and Beriolo, as one-dimensional
figures, desperately move through the rock visualizing Rony,
and Q'yana with Daphney barking at their unseen presence. 

NANALLA & BERIOLO
(extremely soft echo)

Here. We're in here. In the rock!
Get us out of here. Help, help us …

(again voices fade)

They see Rony step up to one of the rocks and place his hand
against it as Nanalla places her hand against his palm.

RONY (O.S.)
Remember Q'yana, inside Cave Of
Perpetual Insanity …

Outside at the base of the mountain, Rony takes a deep breath.

RONY (CONT'D)
There were one-dimensional Humanoid
and Dinohoid figures in the rock?
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Q'YANA
That would be your imagination playing
tricks on you Rony.

RONY
Yes, most likely right, but they
seemed so surreal. In our haste to
save Geli …  

(looks at Q'yana)
We lost our friends.

In sadness, Q'yana lowers her head, and Daphney gives one
last bark at a Dinohoid spear right before her feet.

RONY (CONT'D)
Daphy, scrappy, whaphy old girl,
what do you have there?

Rony picks up the spear and turns to Q'yana.

Q'YANA
Don't touch the tip, or you will
have an agonizing death, but with
that we can produce an anti-toxin.

RONY
(eyes light up)

Time to get Geli out of zero sleep.

INT. ABSOLUTE ZERO CHAMBER - SEMI-LIGHT

Rony leans over Geli's frozen looking body and ZAPS her with
an hypodermic air-gun.

RONY
Geli, now is the time to wake up and
leave this fun loving solar system.

Geli's eyes open, and she sees Rony's warm face.

GELI
Have I been dreaming, or did you and
Q'yana just save this solar system?

Q'yana slightly nods her head. 

GELI (CONT'D)
Do I owe you my life?

RONY
Q'yana figured out the anti-dote and
brought you back to life.

INT./EXT. MAGENTA MOUNTAIN - DARK

Nanalla and Beriolo, through the rocks, see Geli, Rony, and
Q'yana stand outside of Ark*Star and Odyssey.
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NANALLA & BERIOLO
(echo like)

You're going to leave us. Don't
abandon us. The Humanoid population,
they're all in here too, in here
too, in here too, in here too …

(voices fade)

Standing outside of Magenta Mountain, Geli, Rony, and Q'yana. 

Q'YANA
Even if they exist somewhere inside
there, to enter is certain death.

RONY
Are you ready to continue our journey?

GELI
Why can't we stay here and populate
this planet?

Q'YANA
Too dangerous, the Razor Teeth may
cross the ocean and again repopulate
this entire planet. You need to find
a new home.

Forlorn, Geli looks over to Magenta Mountain and releases a
deep sigh. 

GELI
Right … and as neighbors you don't
want us one day to contest your
planet. 

(turns to Homer)
Homer, you will stay here and when,
I believe Nanalla and Beriolo will
resurface, whisk them off this planet. 

(turns to Q'yana)
After we drop you off in the Cyan
Solar System, 

(to Rony)
Rony in Ark*Star will Speed of Thought
us to the next habitable planet.  

RONY
Sure, no problem, I can do that.

ARK*STAR
Not possible. 

Ark*Star's holographic image hovers before Geli and Rony.

ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
Rony used the Speed of Thought
capabilities to combat the Dinohoids. 

(MORE)
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ARK*STAR (CONT'D)
If he does it again, his brains will
be fried.

GELI
(facing reality)

And we've exhausted our absolute
zero sleep; so what we're doomed?

DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. OUTER SPACE - GLOWING LIGHT

Ark*Star races through the Second Universe zipping past one
galaxy after the next.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
I did have one more trick up my
processors to figure out how to save
the humans, the K-9 race, and the
rest of what we salvaged from planet
Earth.

INT./EXT - ARK*STAR - SEMI-DARK

At Ark*Star's Comm, Geli, Rony, and Daphney sit forward in a
state of total concentration. 

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
My solution was for them all to join
forces to propel us towards a new
home.

Each one employs a Speed of Thought helmet strapped to their
heads, while neon candescent fluid flashes through their
brains.

GELI (V.O.)
Ark*Star needed to develop a
candescent fluid within its central
core processor to align not one but
all of our three brains together.
This way we don't fry out our
craniums.

Geli, Rony, and Daphney wear individual Speed of Thought
helmets with florescent fluid circulating throughout the
entire starship.

RONY (V.O.)
All three brain waves presented the
potential to escape the Magenta Cyan
solar system in search of a Goldie
Locks planet.
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EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN PLANET- LIGHTER

Ark*Star streams into a new solar system and slips right
into orbit over a beautiful blue-green planet with distinct
continents, swirling clouds, and North and South polar caps.

GARDEN of EDEN PLANET

GELI (V.O.)
Collectively, we must place Ark*Star
into an orbit above our new home I'm
naming Planet Garden of Eden.

Geli, Rony, and Daphney stare in wonderment at what a
beautiful new planet they ascend to live. 

RONY (V.O.)
Our new home will be a perfect Goldie
Locks planet – not too far and not
to close to a medium star, but just
right. 

GELI (V.O.)
Yes, it has to be just right in order
to support and sustain our biological
life forms.

INT. ARK*STAR - SEMI-DARK

Rony flips through several monitors that display Garden of
Eden's sublime terrain.

RONY
Ark*Star, do you agree that this
place in the Central Northern
Continent appears suitable for our
new home?

ARK*STAR
Yes, I do Rony. This is a virgin
planet with no fauna life forms,
only flora or plants with the ideal
oxygen/nitrogen levels. 

Geli looks over to Daphney.

GELI
Well, old girl ready to make this
place your permanent home?

DAPHNEY
Roof, refs rrrrgo …

RONY
You ready to pee on a tree in the
Garden of Eden?
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Geli inquisitively looks over to Rony.

GELI
Rony, after like billions of years,
do you think we're ready and even
capable of settling down?

Rony nods his head.

RONY
I'm actually looking forward to
growing old, old with you and moving
on to an after life.

GELI
Then lets go awaken our community. 

Geli's face lightly smiles.

FREEZE FRAME / DISSOLVE TO:

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN PLANET - DAY

On the gorgeous Garden of Eden Planet, a cascading water
fall arks a glistening rainbow.

GELI (V.O.)
For the most unknown reason, here we
can actually touch a rainbow, and it
reacts in the most brilliant ways. 

Geli extends her hand and touches the rainbow that releases
bell-tone harmonics and then shines more brightly.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Rony and I will be married and have
not one but four children.

Ark*Star performs a brief marriage ceremony, and Rony
longingly looks into Geli's eyes.

ARK*STAR (V.O.)
And this is why in my Ark*Star's
cargo, I carried three hundred males
and females, which will diversify
the human race and kick-start a new
civilization. 

Appearing large number of men, women, children, dogs, and
cats fill the background with various activities like soccer,
baseball, Frisbee, and swimming in the waterfall's pool.

ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Our community is genetically
engineered to be of good heart,
morally outstanding, psychologically 

(MORE)
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ARK*STAR (V.O.) (CONT'D)
sound, disease free, and mentally
brilliant.

Children watch Ark*Star's graphical hologram display of how
Blood Sucking Widow swallowed up Earth's solar system.

As a campfire highlight Geli's face, she reads to the children
SAMUEL, NOVA, ABIGAIL and JERICO.

Rony sits on the other side of the circle.

RONY (V.O.)
Our children's names will be: Samuel,
Nova, Abigail, and Jerico.

Geli turns the page on her electronic holo-pad, and she reads
to her children.

GELI
Once long ago there was a great race
of Platypuses who live 200 million
light years from our Garden of Eden
Planet.

Jerico starts flapping his arms.

JERICO
And they went quackers.

GELI
(patiently)

That's correct Jerico.

Suddenly, Daphney prances up to the group to Abigail, Jerico,
Samuel, and Nova taking notice.

ABIGAIL
Hi Daphney …

JERICO
Have you been out hunting for rodents?

Daphney releases a long talkative BARK-AR-ROO, and a pack of
her offspring engagingly waddles up behind her.

SAMUEL
Can we play with her puppies?

The Löwchen puppies romp everywhere around the children, who
giggle with delight. 

GELI
Of course you may.

NOVA
I want to play with Daphney.
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GELI
Be gentle, Daphney's come a really
long ways.

(to Daphney)
Hello there young lady. Do you want
to curl up here beautiful brown eyes?
You've been such the loyal friend.

Geli delicately picks up Daphney and places the K-9 on her
lap.

SAMUEL
Why is Daphney so important?

GELI
Daphney's one of the reasons we
survived and live here. She's a little
tired, lets give her some well-
deserved rest.

While the children lovingly pet Daphney, she soaks up Geli's
attention.

ABIGAIL
Mom, tell the Platypus story.

GELI
On the Platypus's sister planet lived
the mean Dinohoids, the Razor Teeth,
but they were relocated to Isolation
Island, off the Magenta's Central
Continent.

EXT. MAGENTA SOLAR SYSTEM - SUBDUED TO NEAR BLINDING LIGHT

In a TIME ELAPSE sequence, whisks of veiled clouds rush across
Magenta Mountain transforming sun filled sky to a cool royal
purple.

GELI (V.O.)
Legend foretells that one day the
Magenta Mountain's powers will lose
its hold on its single dimensional
captives.

Like babies out of womb, Humanoids start popping out of the
mountain instantly reverting back into their 3-dimensional
form.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
And when that happens, the Magenta
Mountain will expel the Humanoids.

When two Platypuses try to approach the Humanoids, they run
into the countryside.
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GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Then the last surviving Razor Tooth
freed from his rock prison will be
the Dino Med Tech.

Dino Med Tech stumbles out of the mountain, attempts to stand
upright, and falls down. 

SAMUEL (V.O.)
Won't Dino Med Tech be dangerous?

Dino Med Tech snarls at his surroundings and rushes into the
woods with a SECURITY SQUAD of Platypuses pursuing him. 

GELI (V.O.)
Yes, Dino Med Tech is a meat eater
and extremely dangerous.

The Male Platypus withdraws a stun gun and knocks Dino Med
Tech out cold.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
He will have to be contained, and
then transported to Isolation Island.

Dino Med Tech lies unconscious, and the Security Squad of
Platypuses approach him and cage the Slash Tooth.

ABIGAIL (V.O.)
Slash Tooths sound pretty scary.

Then over three hundred Humanoids scatter across the county
side and blend into the forest.

JERICO (V.O.)
And what will Platypuses do with the
Humanoids and your friends? 

The rock expels a naked Nanalla and Beriolo.

GELI (V.O.)
Then at the same time, our two earth
companions …

Nanalla and Beriolo roll from the base of the mountain and
land next to several Platypuses situated around a campfire.

GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
Nanalla and Beriolo, will break free
of the stone and revert back to their
three-dimensional forms.

Platypuses stand up and nod their heads in expectation of
Nanalla and Beriolo's emergence. 
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GELI (V.O.) (CONT'D)
That my friend Q'yana foretold,
calculations indicate escape from
Magenta Mountain will happen in about
10,000 years.

Q'yana's descendant, Q'YANA ONE, steps up to Nanalla and
Beriolo.

Q'YANA ONE
We expect you. Please follow me.

Several Platypuses place blankets around Nanalla and Beriolo.

Q'yana One leads them over to Odyssey. Suddenly, the holograph
Homer emerges from the spaceship.

HOMER
Are you ready to go and find the
human colony that Geli and Rony
started?

BERIOLO
They're not here?

Nanalla steps up to Q'yana One. 

NANALLA
How long?

Q'YANA ONE
It's been on the far side of 10,000
years.

EXT. GARDEN OF EDEN PLANET - NIGHT

Abigail lovingly looks up at her father, Rony, who now sits
next to his wife, Geli.

ABIGAIL
10,000 years is a long time. Won't
we be gong when they get here?

Samuel looks skeptical.

SAMUEL
Mom, that's a wonderful story but
it's not true, is it? 

(to Rony)
Is it Dad?

Rony takes a deep breath and SLOWLY eyes all of his children.

RONY
Yes and no. 

(MORE)
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RONY (CONT'D)
We've come a long way since the
collapse of the first universe and
the rebirth of this world.

SAMUEL
And the no? 

RONY
The no is I like to think that Nanalla
and Beriolo could one day escape
Magenta Mountain and become fully
human again, but …

Rony looks over to a couple that possesses the spitting image
of Nanalla and Beriolo with two of their own children.

RONY (CONT'D)
Until then we will just have to accept
the clones of Nanalla and Beriolo.

Rony takes in a deep breath, places his arm around Geli, and
gently rocks her to the campfire spitting outward and upward
hot ember coals toward the stars of the night sky.

INT. ODYSSEY COMM CENTER - SUBDUED LIGHT

Nanalla wears Speed of Though helmets as … 

EXT. INTERSTELLAR SPACE - SEMI-LIGHT

Odyssey races through Interstellar Space toward a glowing
star galaxy.

FADE TO BLACK:


